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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this thesis is to develop certain aspects of the theory of (L,M)-fuzzy 
topological spaces, where L and M are complete lattices (with additional conditions when 
necessary). We obtain results which are to a large extent analogous to results given in a 
series of papers of Sostak (where L = M = [0,1]) but not necessarily with analogous proofs. 
Often, our generalizations require a variety of techniques from lattice theory e.g. from 
continuity or complete distributive lattices. 
1991 Mathematics Subject 
Classification ; 54A40, 03E72, 04A72, 06DIO, 06D30. 
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PREFACE 
The concept of a fuzzy topology, introduced by Chang [Ch] in 1968, is similar to the concept 
of an ordinary topology, except that it consists of fuzzy subsets instead of sets. However if 
one knows the meaning of a "fuzzy set", then what should be called a fuzzy topology is quite 
natural. One has to think of the characteristic function of a topology rather than a subset of 
the power set, and then replace the two point lattice {O,l} by a complete lattice L. Thus, a 
fuzzy topology on a set X might be understood as a map T: .9' (X) ---< L satisfying the 
following three properties : 
(1) r(0) = reX) = 1 (or possibly r(0) = reX) > 0), 
(2) rCA n B) ~ rCA) A reB) for every A, BE .9'(X), 
(3) r(U vi) ~ A {r(A) : A E vi} for every vi c .9'(X). 
Once such a definition is introduced the way of defining morphisms between objects of the 
above types is easy. Namely, f: (X,T) ---< (Y,er) becomes a morphism if f: X ---< Y is a map 
such that r(f-I(A)) ~ cr(A) for every A E .9'(Y). These ideas essentially originate from Hohle 
[Ho]. One can go ahead and replace the power set .9'(X) by LX, the collection of all maps 
from X to L. This idea was pursued in some (not easily accessible) papers by Hamburg (see 
e.g. [HaJ) who also considered filters defined in this spirit. Kubiak [Kl] further defined the 
topology T using two different complete lattices L and M. Thus 
T : LX ---< M is called an (L,M)-fuzzy topology if it satisfies the following three conditions : 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
r(Q) = r(1) = I, 
r(u A v) ~ r(u) A rev) for all u, v E LX, 
r( V u;)~ A r(ui)for{ui:iE J}c LX. 
iEJ iEJ 
VI 
We shall adopt Kubiak's approach in this thesis. In fact , in many instances the extra 
structure of LX does not play any role, as it is the case in the Chang-Goguen L-topological 
spaces, and which led Hutton [HuJ to consider point-free L-topologies where L just plays 
the role of LX. In our case, it is possible to define T : L --i M satisfying (1) - (3). However 
this approach will not be pursued here. Sostak ([SIJ - [S5]) has made a deep study of 
(I,l)-fuzzy topologies where I = [O,IJ . The main objective of this thesis is to extend his 
work to the more general setting of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies. For obvious reasons, all our 
lattices will at least, be complete. We obtain results which are to a large extent analogous 
to results in Sostak's papers. However, some of his results do not naturally extend to 
complete lattices, in general. It is often necessary to impose further conditions on these 
lattices. As a result, our generalizations require a variety of techniques from lattice theory. 
A brief summary or introduction is supplied at the beginning of each chapter. Nevertheless, 
we give details of contents of each chapter. 
Chapter 1 is of an introductory nature, giving the foundations of what is to follow . In this 
chapter we concentrate on lattice theory. We define several distributivity axioms on 
lattices. These are finite, infinite (frame) and complete distributivity. We next consider the 
way below relation which can sometimes play the role of the strictly less than relation in a 
complete chain. We introduce continuity and its characterization which leads to a Corollary 
which states that complete distributivity implies continuity of a lattice. The upper, lower 
and Scott topologies on lattices are introduced. As already mentioned, all our lattices will 
be complete. We will assume that they have an order reversing involution. In actual fact, 
the latter is not necessary for some parts of the thesis. The reader will easily notice those 
places himself. 
vii 
Chapter 2 is concerned with L-fuzzy sets and L-topological spaces. L-fuzzy sets were first 
introduced by Goguen [GoJ and L-topological spaces just generalize Chang's topology from I 
to L. Although L-topological spaces are important on their own, in here they are used as a 
tool in developing properties of (L,M)-fuzzy spaces . In particular, we consider the so-called 
generalized Lowen functor wL : TOP ...... TOP(L) and its left inverse 'L : TOP(L) ...... TOP 
with L being a continuous lattice carrying its Scott topology. They will later playa role in 
generating (L,L )-fuzzy spaces from L-topological ones. Also, we will prove some properties 
of the so called fuzzy inclusion which we shall need in what follows . 
Chapter 3 is the longest chapter in this thesis. This is where the important notion of 
(L,M)-fuzzy topological spaces is introduced. An investigation of its level L-topologies, as 
well as the initial and final (L,M)-fuzzy topologies is made and examples are supplied in 
order to clarify these notions. In the construction of an initial (L,M)-fuzzy topology we 
need M to be completely distributive as confirmed in Proposition 6.7 in which we have filled 
the gap in Sostak's [SlJ proof. All the (L,M)-fuzzy spaces together with continuous 
mappings between them form the category FTOP(L,M). The rest of the chapter is devoted 
to a discussion of embedding TOP and TOP(L) into FTOP(L,L). The functors 
r : TOP(L) ...... FTOP(L,L), 1/1 : FTOP(L,L) ...... TOP are introduced and 1/1 is found to be the 
left inverse of the composition functor r 0 wL. A sufficient condition for r to be a functor is 
that L be a frame . We also note that r 0 wL (with L = I) is the same as the functor <J) : 
TOP ...... FTOP(I,I) in [Sl - 4.12J. 
Chapter 4 is an attempt to explore possibilities of constructing new (L,M)-fuzzy topologies 
from old ones. Proposition 8.2 generalizes Sostak's method of constructing an (I,I)-fuzzy 
topology from a decreasing family of (I,I)-fuzzy topologies . To be able to generate an 
(L,M)-fuzzy topology from a decreasing family of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies, we assume that 
M must be a complete chain. In proving this result there is a step where we need to consider 
two cases, while Sostak has only one case since I is order dense. 
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This illustrates that extending his results does not happen naturally sometimes. In 
Proposition 8.5 we further show that each (L,M)-fuzzy topological space is generated by its 
level topologies. Sostak's [S2J analogue of this result is not correct since he puts a necessary 
and sufficient condition for it to hold. Proposition 8.8 expresses the supremum of 
(L,M)-fuzzy topologies in terms of the supremum of the levels of these (L,M)-fuzzy 
topologies. Similar conditions and strategy as in Proposition 8.2 are employed in proving 
this result . It is th;s expression which helps us to exploit the concept of a supremum of 
(L,M)-fuzzy topologies usefully. The remainder of the chapter concentrates on stratification 
of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies. We give an example of a stratified (L,M)-fuzzy topology. 
Proposition 9.3 shows the relationship of stratification of an (L,M)-fuzzy topology and the 
stratification of its level topologies . We further establish that the stratification is a functor 
from FTOP(L,M) to itself. Another, yet important result is that the product of the 
stratification of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on a set is the same as the stratification of the 
product of these (L,M)-fuzzy topologies. 
In Chapter 5 we deal with a certain theory of separation and compactness in FTOP(L,M). 
According to Sostak such a theory of separation and compactness in FTOP(I,I) is developed 
in [S3J and [S4J (but see introduction to Chapter 5). In this chapter, the spectrum of To, T, 
or T 2-separation of an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space at a certain level is introduced and 
also its degree of separation. We find a fuzzy analogue of the result which states that all 
points are closed in T,-topological spaces. Also the spectrum of To-separation is contained 
in that of T ,-separation which is in turn contained in that of T 2-separation of an 
(L,M)-fuzzy space at the same level. The compactness spectrum of an L-fuzzy set at a 
particular level has a number of characterizations including a result which is similar to the 
Alexander subbase theorem (Proposition 11.9). We also obtain an analogue of the theorem 
which states that the continuous image of a compact set is compact. 
ix 
To facilitate references, each chapter is divided into sections that are numbered sequentially 
throughout the thesis and all items within a given section are numbered sequentially 
throughout it . 
At the end of each chapter a section of notes giving additional references will appear. The 
bibliography which follows, consisting only of those items to which direct reference is made, 
comprises only a portion of the background reading done. 
1 
CHAPTER 1 
LATTICES 
SUMMARY 
This chapter is introductory in nature and considers definitions and results we need on 
lattices. Section 1 contains some general background material. In Section 2, the way below 
relation, complete distributivity and continuity are introduced. We then prove that 
complete distributivity implies continuity. We also introduce a number of topologies on 
lattices. The notion of quasi-complementation is considered (a.1l our lattices will be 
endowed with quasi--complementation). We then prove that De Morgan laws hold in L. 
1. A BACKGROUND IN LATTICES 
We collect here some properties of lattices other than I = [0,1] . Basic information like 
definitions of lattices, tota.1ly ordered, directed sets will be assumed to be known. 
1.1 DEFINITION 
A complete lattice L is one in which every subset A ( L has a supremum (V A) and an 
infimum (A A) . We ca.1l a tota.1ly ordered complete lattice a complete chain. 
We say a complete chain is order dense if a < b implies a < c < b for some c E L. 
2 
NOTE: (a) All oUI lattices will at least have the completeness property. 
(b) See [Hi] for a sufficient and necessary condition for an order dense 
chain to be isomorphic with I . 
1.2 PROPOSITION 
Let L be a lattice with 0 and 1. For L to be a complete lattice it is sufficient to assume 
the existence of suprema (or the existence of infima). 
PROOF 
Suppose all subsets of L have suprema. Let Xc L, we must show that A X exists. 
LetA= n {yEL:y~x},thesetoflowerboundsofX. IfX=0,putA=L. We 
x E X 
now show that V A = A x. 
If x E x, then x is an upper bound of A, hence V A ~ x. Since V A is a lower bound 
for each x E X, we have V A E A. Since for all yEA, Y ~ V A and elements of A are 
lower bounds of X, V A is the greatest lower bound of X. 
Given (L,~) one defines (L, ~ OP) with a ~ op b iff b ~ a in (L,~) . We write LOP for (L,~ OP). 
Suprema in (L,~) become infima in LOP and vice versa. Therefore any formula in (L,~) is 
valid in LOP after replacing A by V and V by A. This new formula is valid for LOP 
and not in general in (L,~) . This is the duality principle. 
1.3 DEFINITION 
A lattice L is distributive if 'v' x, y, z E L 
(a) xA (yV z) = (xA y) V (xA z) 
(b) x V (y A z) = (x V y) A (x V z) . 
REMARK 
(a) and (b) are equivalent. 
1.4 DEFINITION 
A complete lattice L is said to be infinitely distributive or a frame iff 
aA V B= V· (aAb)foreachaELandBcL. 
b E B 
1.5 REMARK 
WehaveaA V B= V (aAb)foreachaE LandBc Liff 
b E B 
(V A)A(VB)= V {aAb:aEA,bEB}forA,BcL. 
3 
4 
PROOF 
==} Let a = V A, thus 
= V (V AA b) 
b E B 
= V V (aA b) 
bEBaEA 
= V {aAb : aEA,bEB} 
F Suppose A has only one element a. Then we have a A V B = V {a A b : bE B}. 
We introduce some notation, which will remain fixed throughout. 
NOTATION 
(1) Let {Ts : S E S} be a nonempty collection of nonempty sets and write IT Ts for 
S E S 
the product of these sets. Its elements are those functions f : S....... U Ts such 
s E S 
that f(s) E Ts for all S E S. 
(2) TS will denote the collection of all functions 0 : S ....... T . 
2 COMPLETELY DISTRIBUTIVE AND CONTINUOUS LATTICES 
In this section we shall discuss complete distributivity and continuity of lattices. 
5 
We now define complete meet distributivity and complete join distributivity. The two 
definitions are in fact equivalent, but we do not include a proof for that, because our 
lattices will always be endowed with a quasi-eomplementation, on account of which these 
two definitions are trivially equivalent. 
2.1 DEFINITION 
Let L be a complete lattice and {xst : S E S, t E Ts} C L. We say that Lis : 
(a) Completely meet distributive (CMD) if 
1\ 
S E S 
V xst = V 1\ x rp{ r 
t E Ts '{I EilTs S E S 8 8 
S 
(b) Completely join distributive (CJD) if 
V 1\ xst = 1\ V x rp{ r 
S ESt E T. '{I EilTs S E S S s 
S 
A lattice which satisfies (a) and (b) is called completely distributive. 
2.2 THEOREM 
Every complete chain is completely distributive. 
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PROOF 
We show that CMD holds in a complete chain L. If {xst : S E S, t E T} ( L, then for each 
tp E TS and s E S we have: 
t Y T Xst ~ Xs tp (s)' 
which implies 
A 
S E S 
Thus 
V Xst 
t E T 
Ax 
S E S s tp (s) 
for every tp E TS. 
~A 
B E S 
We show that y is the least upper bound of { A Xs (s) : tp E TS}. Suppose u E Lis 
S E S tp 
another upper bound of this family. We show that y ~ u. Assume the converse 
i.e. y > u. Since u is an upper bound of the family { A Xs (): tp E TS} we have, 
BES tps 
(a) u~ A x () for each tpE TS, 
SES stps 
also 
u< A 
S E S 
hence 
u < V Xst for all s E S. 
t E T 
Thus for all S E S, there exists t E T such that u < xst' i.e. there is tpu : S ---< T such that 
for all s E S, u < Xs (s) · Hence u ~ A Xs (s) . Hence u = A x ( ) by (a). 
tpu S E S tpu S E S s tpu s 
If u ~ v < y, then u = v since by the same argument as above we get 
v = A x () . 
B E S s tpu S 
7 
Since u < Xs lO
u
(S) for all s E S we must have y < Xs lO
u
(S) for 
all s E S (for otherwise, u < Xs lO
u
(S) < y implies u = Xs lOu(S/ Thus 
y ~ A x ( ) = u a contradiction to y > u. 
s E S s IOu s 
The Theorem is proved. 
The strict less-than relation on the unit interval has the following two important 
features: 
(a) For each a E I, a = V {b : b < a}, and 
(b) For each a < b in I there is c E I such that a < c < b (ORDER DENSITY 
PROPERTY). 
Our purpose is to introduce in each complete lattice L a new relation «, stronger than 
the lattice ordering, and to distinguish a class of complete lattices in which the relation 
« has the above two features ofthe relation <. 
2.3 DEFINITION 
Let L be a complete lattice. We say x is way below y (x « y) iff for any directed Dc L, 
y~ V Dimpliesx~ dforsomedE D. 
2.4 REMARK 
Let L be a complete lattice. Then L satisfies the general associative law, i.e. for all 
{Ai : i E J} (.9' (L) we have V ( U !J = V (V Ai)' 
iEJ iEJ 
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We have the following useful characterization of the way below relation. 
2.5 REMARK 
For a complete lattice L and x, y E L, the following are equivalent : 
(1) x«y; 
(2) If A ( Land y ~ V A, there is a finite subset F ( A such that x ~ V F. 
PROOF 
(1f=*(2) Let y ~ V A. The set D = {V F: F ( A is finite} is directed, and 
V D = V A by the general associative law. Thus there is V F with F a 
finite subset of A such that x ~ V F by (1). 
(2f=*(1) If y ~ V D with D directed, there is a finite F ( D with x ~ V F. Since D 
is directed there exists d E D such that V F ~ d, hence x ~ d. 
The next proposition will be used in the sequel often without further explanation. 
2.6 PROPOSITION 
If L is a complete lattice, then we have these statements for all a, x, y, z E L : 
(1) x«yimpliesx~y. 
(2) a ~ x « y ~ z implies a« z. 
(3) x« z andy« z implies xV y« z. 
(4) O«x. 
9 
PROOF 
(1) Putting D = {y} we get the result. 
(2) Let z ~ V D for some directed set D (1. Since x « y ~ z we have x ~ y ~ z. 
Thus y ~ V D, hence there exists dE D such that x ~ d. Thus a ~ d. Hence 
a« z. 
(3) Assume z ~ V D for a directed set D ( L. Thus there exists d1, d2 E D such that 
x ~ d1 and y ~ d2. Since D is directed there exists d E D such that d1 V d2 ~ d. 
Thus we have x V y ~ d1 V d2 ~ d. Hence x V y « z. 
(4) Obvious. 
EXAMPLE 
Let L be a complete chain. If x t yin L, then x < y iff x «y. One has x « x iff 
either V {y E L : y < x} < x (we say x is isolated from below) or x = O. Indeed, 
if x < y ~ V D, then clearly x ~ d for some dE D. Conversely, x « y implies x ~ y, 
hence x < y whenever x t y. For the second statement, if x t 0 is isolated from below and 
x = V D, then clearly xED. 
Also, 0 < < O. The converse is obvious. It follows that x = V {y E L : y < < x} for all 
x E L. We introduce some notation at this stage. 
NOTATION 
In a complete lattice L, for each x E L we write : 
!x={aEL : a~x} 
ix={aEL:x~a} 
fx={aEL:x«a}, and 
!x={aEL:a«x}. 
2.7 DEFIN1TION 
A complete lattice is called continuous if x = V qx) for every x E L. 
10 
The above property which always hold for the less than relation in the unit interval, is 
true for continuous lattices with the way below relation. 
We have the following characterization of continuity of a lattice. 
2.8 REMARK 
A complete lattice L is continuous iff the follOwing condition holds : 
x ~ y in L implies there exists an a E L such that a ~ y and a < < x. 
PROOF 
If L is continuous, then x = V qx) ~ y implies that there is an a « x with a ~ y. 
Conversely, assume that L fails to be continuous. Since V (!x) ~ x always, we have 
x~ V qx) = y. 
11 
We have therefore found an a « x such that a ~ y which contradicts 
the fact that a < < x implies a ~ y. 
The next result provides an equational characterization of continuous lattices. This will 
show that completely distributive lattices are continuous. 
2.9 THEOREM 
For L a complete lattice, the following are equivalent : 
(1) L is continuous. 
(2) Let {x.t : S E S, t E Ts} ( L be such that {xst : t E Ts} is a directed set for 
every s E S. Then : 
PROOF 
(1)=*(2) 
A 
s E S 
V x.t = V A x f( ). 
tET fEITTBES BB 
s S s BE 
One easily sees that 
y= A V Xst~ V 
S ESt E Ts f E IT Ts 
BES 
A x =z 
S E S Bf(B) 
We prove the reverse inequality by showing that h ( !z. For if a E h, then 
a« V {x.t: t E Ts} for every s E S. Since {xst : t E Ts} is directed, there 
is t = f(s) E Ts such that a ~ xBf(B) for all s E S. This yields 
a ~ A {XBf(B) : S E S}. Thus a E !z. 
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(2~(1) Let x ELand S be the set of all directed subsets s of L with V s > x. For 
each s E S let Ts = s. Let xst = t for s E S and t E Ts. Thus condition (2) 
holds. Suppose f E II Ts and let 
S E S 
a = A. {xsf(s) : s E S} = A. {f(s) : s E S}, since xst = t . 
Then a < < x since if x $ V D where D is directed, then a $ f(D) E DES by 
definition of a. Now x = y, since {xst : s E S, t E Ts} is directed. Hence by 
(2), x = Z = V dx) which is our result. 
We have the following result as a consequence of 2.9. 
2.10 COROLLARY 
Every completely distributive lattice is continuous. 
In a continuous lattice one has the so--ealled Interpolation Property (see below) which in 
some instances can play the role of the order density property in I. However, note that 
the element c with a < < c < < b need not be distinct from both a and b. 
2.11 PROPOSITION 
Let L be a continuous lattice. If a, bEL and a < < b, there exists c E L such that 
a « c «b. (INTERPOLATION PROPERTY). 
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PROOF 
Since a « b = V {c: C « b} = V {V tc : c « b} = V ( U tc), there exist 
c «b 
d!, ... , dn E U t c such that a ~ d! V ... V dn = d by 2.5. For every di there is 
c «b 
ci « b with di «ci' Put c = c! V ... V cn' Then d «c. Since ci « b for each i, 
we have c« b. Thus a~ d« c and c« b, so that a« c« b. 
2.12 PROPOSITION 
Let L be a continuous lattice. For each directed set D of L, y < < V D iff y < < d for 
some d ED. 
PROOF 
=* By 2.11 there exists y!'y2 E L such that y « y! « Y2« V D. Thus Y2 ~ V D. 
Since y! « Y2 there exists dE D such that Y! ~ d. 
Thus y «d. For the converse, y « d ~ V D, hence y« V D. 
2.13 DEFlNlTION 
A subset X of a lattice L is said to be order generating iff x = /\ (T x n X) for all x E L. 
2.14 DEFlNlTION 
An element p in a lattice L is called prime iff the relation x II y ~ p always implies x ~ p 
or y ~ p. The set of prime elements is denoted by PRIME L. 
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2.15 DEFINITION 
An element p in a lattice 1 is called coprime iff the relation x V y ~ p always implies 
x ~ p. The set of coprime elements is denoted by COPRIME 1 . 
2.16 DEFINITION 
1et 1 be a complete lattice. We define: 
(i) The upper topology SUP(1) to be the topology generated by the sets 1\!x 
with xE 1 . 
(ii) The lower topology INF(1) to be the topology generated by the sets 1\jx with 
XE 1 . 
(iii) We call U c 1 Scott open, if : 
(a) U is an upper set (Le. jx C U for each x E U), 
(b) V D E U implies D n U f. 0 for every directed set D c 1 . 
The family of all Scott open sets form a topology which is called 
the Scott topology denoted by 0-(1) . 
2.17 PROPOSITION 
1et 1 be a continuous lattice. Then d x : x E 1} is a basis for the Scott topology. 
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PROOF 
We first show that fa E u(L) for every a E L. We have fa = {x : X »a}. If b E jx then 
a « x $ b, thus bE fa hence jx ( fa. Also V DE fa implies 3 c E L such that 
a« c« V D (by 2.11). There is dE D with c$ d, whence a« d. Thus D n fat 0 
for every directed set Dc L. Now let x E U E o-{L) . Since tx is directed and x = V tx 
by property of o-{L) there exists a such that a E t x n U. Hence x E fa ( U. 
2.18 PROPOSmON 
Let L be a continuous lattice. Then A, V : (L,o-{L)) x (L,u(L)) -4 (L,u(L)) are continuous . 
PROOF 
Suppose a V b EVE o-{L). We shall show that there exist Ua and Ub, Scott open 
neighbourhoods of a and b respectively such that Ua V Ub ( V. 
Since dx : x E L} is a basis of o-{L), there exist c E L such that a Vb E fc. We have 
Since da V h) is directed, there exists x « a and y « b such that c « x V y. We 
have fx V h cj(x V y) ( f c, where Ua = fx and Ub = h are Scott open neighbourhoods 
of a and b respectively. 
The proof of continuity of A is similar and therefore omitted. 
• 
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We shall now define quasi-complementation. It is clear that this is 
quasi-complementation in the sense that a A a' = 0 and a V a' = 1 do not hold in 
general. We then prove that De Morgan laws hold in a complete lattice L. 
2.19 DEFINITION 
A unary operation on a lattice (L,$) is called quasi-complementation if for all a, bEL the 
following hold : 
(1) a" = a, 
(2) a$ b~ b' $ a'. 
Then (L,$,') is called a lattice with quasi-complementation. When L = [0,1] the 
quasi-complementation is understood always as a' = I-a for all a E [0,1]. 
2.20 PROPOSITION 
If a complete lattice L has a quasi-complementation, then: 
(1) ( Var )' = /\a~ 
r r 
(2) (/\ ar )' = V a~ 
r r 
(3) 0' = 1 and I' = 0 
for all {ar : r E R} c L. 
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PROOF 
(1) We have 
Var~arV' 
r r 
( Var)1 ~ a~ V , 
r r 
=* (Var)' ~ A a~ (a). 
r r 
We also have 
r r 
( A a~)' ~ V a~' = Var (Replacing ar by a~), 
r r r 
(b). 
Thus (a) and (b) prove (1) . 
(2) From (1) we have 
(V a~)' = A a~' 
r r 
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(3) Follows from (1) : 
(V 1)' = I' = /\ l' = O. 
NOTES 
The source of the theory of distributive lattices is [B-D]. Information about 
order-reversing involution (which after [Ra] we call quasi-complementation) is standard 
in the literature about fuzzy sets, but a formal definition is in [Bi] or [Ra]. The remainder 
of the Chapter is obtained from [Co]. Note that 2.18 is in [Co] but half of the proof is 
different from that in [Co]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
L-FUZZY SETS AND L-TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
SUMMARY 
In this chapter preliminary results and definitions on L-fuzzy sets and L-topological 
spaces are considered. In Section 3, L-fuzzy sets and properties of their images and 
preimages under maps are studied. We also develop results concerning the degree of 
inclusion of an L-fuzzy set by another. In Section 4, the category TOP(L) of 
L-topological spaces is defined and functors between TOP and TOP(L) are studied. 
These functors generalize the so called Lowen functors. In particular, with L a continuous 
lattice, the functor wL which replaces the topology of a topological space by the 
L-topology consisting of all Scott continuous functions is discussed. Among others, we 
establish that TOP is embedded as a full subcategory of TOP(L) . 
3 L-FUZZY SETS 
3.1 DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
In the sequel the two point lattice {0,1} will be denoted by 2, the unit interval [0,1] by 1. 
If A is a subset of X, the characteristic function of A denoted by 1 A is defined by : 
for any xE X 
1 (x) = {1 if x E ! 
A a if x ~ ! . 
Let L be a complete lattice. An L-fuzzy set A on a set X is a function A : X -! 1. In the 
sequel L-fuzzy sets will be denoted by symbols u, v, wetc. 
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If c E L, then the constant L-fuzzy set with value c is denoted by f. 
Let LX denote the family of all maps from a set X to L. The partial ordering on LX is 
defined by : 
Given u, v E LX, 
u $ v iff u(x) $ v(x) for all x E X. 
For any family {ui : i E J} we thus have: 
(V ui)(x) = V ui(x) and 
i i 
(I\. u;)(x) = I\. ui(x) 
i i 
for all x E X. 
If L has a quasi-complementation, then we define a quasi-complementation pointwise on 
LX by : 
u' (x) = (u(x))' for all x E X and u E LX. 
Hence de Morgan laws in LX become, 
( V ui(x)), = I\. u'i(x) 
i i 
(I\. ui(x))' = V u'i (x) 
i i 
for all x E X and {ui : i E J} ( LX. 
Given f : X ---; Y, we define the L-fuzzy set f .... (v)(v ELY) in X by 
f+-(v)(x) = v(f(x)) for all x E X. 
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So f I- (v) is just vf, the composition of f and v. In what follows we will sometimes write vf 
for fl-(v). Conversely, if u E LX, then the L-fuzzy set C'(u) in Y is defined by 
C'(u)(y) = { V {u(x) : x E f-l(y)}, if f-l(y) to 
o otherllise 
for all y E Y, where P(y) = {x EX: f(x) = y}. 
We will sometimes write feu) instead ofC'(u) for u E LX in the sequel. 
The following proposition can easily be verified. 
3.2 PROPOSITION 
If f : X -i Y, A ( X, B ( Y, {U i : i E J} ( L Y, then the following properties 
hold: 
5. f .... (u') = (f .... (u))' , for any u E LY j 
6. C'(v') ~ (C'(v))" for any v E LX j 
7. u~C'(fl-(u)),foranyuELYj 
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8. v ~ fl-(C'(v)), for any v E LX; 
9. Iff : X-I Yand g: Y -I Z and uE LZ, then (g 0 f)1-(u) = fl-(t(u)), where g 0 fis 
the composition of f and g. 
From 1 and 2 it follows that f .... and f I- extend the usual image and preimage maps, 
respectively. 
We now define the fuzzy inclusion. Here inclusion of an L-fuzzy set by another is allowed 
to vary from 0 to 1 in a lattice. 
3.3 DEFINITION 
Let L be a complete lattice with an order reversing involution. Fuzzy inclusion is a 
function F: LXx LX -I L defined by 
F(u,v) = A (u' V v)(x). 
x E X 
The value F(u,v) shows the extent to which the L-fuzzy set u is contained in v. 
We look at some of the properties of inclusion which will be useful to us. 
3.4 PROPERTIES 
1. If A, B ( X, then F(l A,lB) = 1 <=> A ( B. 
3. Let L be a frame. If {ui' Vj : i E K, j E J} ( LX, then 
F( V ui, V v) ~ A F(Ui'Vj)' 
I J I , J 
4. Let L be a frame. If {u, vi : i E J} ( LX, then 
F(u, /\ vi) = /\ F(u, v;). 
i i 
5. If f: X --I Y, then F(uf,vf) ~ F(u,v) for all u, v ELY. 
6. Ifu,VELX,thenF(u,v)=F(v',u') . 
PROOFS 
(1) We have F(1 A,IB) = /\ (lX\A V IB)(x) = 1 
x E X 
(2) 
iff lX\A V IB = Ix iff A ( B. 
Since u l ~ u implies 
and 
we have 
V xE X, (u' V v)(x) 
Thus 
/\ (u' V v)(x) 
x E X 
i.e. 
u' < u' 
- I 
~ /\ (U/l V va(x) 
x E X 
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(3) Let L be a frame. 
F( V Ui' V v) 
I J 
If {Ui,Vj : i E K, j E J} C LX, then 
= A (A U/i(X) V V v/x)) 
x E X i j 
= A (V (A, u/i(X) V Vj(X))) 
x E X j i 
(by associativity of supremum) 
= A V A (u/i(X) V Vj(X)) 
x E X j i 
(by dual frame law) 
~ A A A (u/i V Vj)(X) 
x E X i j 
= A A (u /. V v,)(x) 
i,j x E X 1 J 
(4) Let L be a frame. If {u, vi: i E J} C LX, then 
F(u, A Vi) 
i 
= A (u l V (A v;))(x) 
x E X i 
= A (ul (x) V A Vi(X)) 
X E X i 
= A A (ul (x) V Vi(X)) 
X E X i 
(by dual frame law) 
= A A (u l V Vi)(X) 
I x E X 
= A F(u,vJ 
i 
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(5) y If f : X --; Y, u, vEL ,then 
F(uf,vf) = 1\ (u' f(x) V vf(x)) 
x E X 
= 1\ (u' f(x) V vf(x)) 
f(x) E f(X) 
~ 1\ (u' (y) V v(y)) 
Y E Y 
= F(u,v). 
(6) Ifu, vE LX, then 
F(u,v) - 1\ (u' V v)(x) 
x E X 
= 1\ (v" V u' lex) 
x E X 
= F(v' ,u') . 
4 L-TOPOWGICAL SPACES. 
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We define L-topologica! spaces, interior of L-fuzzy sets, infima, suprema, stratification of 
L-topologica! spaces and some interesting properties of these notions. 
4.1 DEFINITION 
Let L be a complete lattice. An L-topology is a family TeL X which satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(1) Q.IET; 
(2) Ifu, vE T, then uA vE T; 
(3) If{ui: iE J}c T, then VUiE T. 
i 
The pair (X, T) is an L-topologica! space. 
4.2 DEFINITION 
Let (X,T) be an L-topological space and U E LX. We define the interior of u by, 
IntT u = V {v E T : v $ u}. 
The following properties can easily be verified. 
4.3 PROPERTIES 
Let (X,T) be an L-topological space, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
IntTu $ u; 
IntT(u" v) = IntTu II IntTv ; 
IntT1 = 1 ; 
IntT(IntTu) = IntT u ; 
u is open iff IntTu = u ; 
4.4 DEFINITION 
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Let L be a complete lattice and 'I = {Si : i E J} be a family of L-topologies on X. The 
intersection of all members of 'I is called the infimum of the family 'I. It will be 
denoted by A Si. 
i E J 
4.5 PROPOSITION 
Let {T i : i E J} be a collection of L-topologies on X. Then T, defined by 
T = A Ti, is an L-topology. 
i E J 
PROOF 
(1) We have Q, 1 E T, since Q, 1 E Ti for each i E J . 
(2) 
(3) 
If u, VET, then u, v E Ti for each i E J. Thus u II v E /\ Ti = T. 
i E J 
If{uj : j E K} C T, then {uj : j E K} C Ti for each i E J . 
Hence V Uj E /\ Ti = T. 
jEK iEJ 
4.6 DEFINITION 
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Let L be a complete lattice and let :7 = {Ti : i E J} be a family of L-topologies on X. 
The intersection of all L-topologies containing U Ti is called the supremum of the 
i E J 
family:7. We will denote it by V Ti. 
i E J 
4.7 DEFINITION 
Let (X,T) and (Y,S) be L-topological spaces. We say f : (X,T) .-.. (Y,S) is continuous if 
for each v E S, we have vf E T. We will sometimes write f is (T,S)-continuous. 
We supply the following characterization of continuity in addition to those listed in [P-LJ 
and [WaJ. 
4.8 PROPOSITION 
Let (X,T) and (Y,S) be L-topological spaces, f : (X,T) -+ (Y,S) be a mapping. Then the 
following two properties are equivalent : 
1. f is (T,S)-continuous ; 
y 
2. (Ints v)f ~ IntT ( v f) for each vEL . 
PROOF 
(1) =} (2) 
LetvE LY Wehave: 
thus 
hence 
since (Ints v)f is open. 
(2) =} (1) 
Let v E S, then 
hence 
thus 
vfE T. 
4.9 PROPOSITION 
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Let (X,Ti) and (Y,Si) be L-topologies for each i E J. If f is (Ti,Si)-<:ontinuous for each 
i E J, then f is ( 1\ Ti, 1\ Si)-<:ontinuous. 
iEJ iEJ 
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PROOF 
If u E 1\ Si then u E Si , 
i E J 
for all i E J. Thus uf E Ti for each i E J, by 
(Ti,Si)-<ontinuity of f. 
4.lO PROPOSITION 
Hence uf E 1\ Ti. 
i E J 
Let (X,Ti) and (Y,Si) be L-topoiogies for each i E J . If f is (Ti,Si)-<ontinuous for each 
i E J, then f is ( V Ti, V Si)-<ontinuous. 
iEJ iEJ 
PROOF 
If S = {u E L Y : uf E V Tt then S is the strongest L-topoiogy on Y making f 
i E J 
continuous from (X, V Ti) to Y. We have Si ( S, for all i E J . 
i E J 
which is our result . 
4.11 PROPOSITION 
Hence V Si ( S, 
i E J 
If f : (X,T) -I (Y,S) and g : (Y,S) -I (Z,W) are continuous functions, then 
go f : (X,T) -I (Z,W) is continuous. 
PROOF 
If v E W, then t(v) E S and hence by continuity of f, fl-(t(v)) E T. But then 
(g 0 ft(v) = fl-t(v) E T. 
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4..12 DEFINITION 
Let L be a complete lattice. An L-topology T on a set X is called stratified if it contains 
all the constants . 
4.13 DEFINITION 
Let L be a complete lattice. Let T be an L-topology on a set X. The weakest stratified 
L-topology TC such that TC ~ T is called the stratification of the L-topology T. Thus the 
stratification TC of T is T V {~ : c E L}. 
4.14 PROPOSITION 
Let L be a complete lattice. If (X,T) and (Y,S) are L-topologies, then (T,S)-continuity 
of a map f : X --i Y implies (TC,SC)-continuity of f. 
PROOF 
Let the collection of constants in LX and L Y be C
x 
and Cy respectively. 
Then f : (X,C
x
) --i (Y,Cy ) is continuous and also f is (T,S)-continuous. By 4.10 f is 
(TC,SC)-continuous. 
NOTATION 
(1) We denote by TOP(L) the category whose objects are L-topological spaces and 
morphisms continuous functions between them. 
(2) As usual I TOP(L)I denotes all objects of TOP(L) . The same convention applies 
to any other category. 
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REMINDER 
A subset U c L is Scott open if 
(a) U is an upper set (i .e. jx t U for each x E U). 
(b) V D E U implies D n U f. 0 for every directed set DeL. 
The family of Scott open sets forms a topology which we call the Scott topology. We 
denote this by O"(L). Also {fx : x E L} is a basis for the Scott topology. 
NOTATION 
Let So be a collection of L-fuzzy sets. The intersection of all L-topologies containing So 
is denoted by «So», 
4.15 DEFINITION 
Let L be a complete lattice. For each (X,T) E I TOPI define an L-fuzzy space (X,wL(T)) 
with: 
wL(T) = «C((X,T), (L,t7(L))»>, 
where C((X,T), (L, t7(L))) is the collection of continuous functions f: (X,T) ---; (L,t7(L)). 
4.16 PROPOSITION 
Let L be a complete lattice, (X,T) and (Y,S) be L-topological spaces, and 
S = < < So > > . Then f : (X,T) --I (Y,S) is continuous iff vf E T for each v E So' 
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PROOF 
We will only show continuity off: (X,T) ---; (Y,S) . We have that SI = {u ELY : uf E T} 
is the strongest L-topology on Y making f continuous from (X,T) to Y. We thus have 
So ( SI and hence S ( SI which completes the proof. 
4.17 PROPOSITION 
For a complete lattice L, if f : (X,T) ---; (Y,S) is in TOP, then 
f : (X, wL(T)) ---; (Y, wL(S)) is in TOP(L). 
PROOF 
By 4.16 it is sufficient to prove that vf E wL(T) for each v E C((Y,S), (L,o{L))). We 
prove that (vf) I-(u) E T for each u E o{L) . We have v I-(u) E S by continuity of 
v : (Y,S) ---; (L, o{L)) and hence fl-(v I-(u)) E T by continuity off: (X,T) ---; (Y,S). 
4.18 COROLLARY 
For each complete lattice L, wL : TOP ---; TOP(L) is a functor which assigns to each 
object (X,T) the object (X, wL(T)) and which leaves morphisms unchanged. 
4.19 DEFINITION 
Let L be a complete lattice. For each (Y,S) E I TOP(L)I we define a topological space 
(Y, ~(S)) by 
~(S) = V {ul-(O'(L)): uE S} . 
NOTATION 
If v E LX and a E L, then we denote v t-(f a) by [a « v] . 
4.20 PROPOSITION 
Let L be a complete lattice. If f : (X,S) -i (Y,Sl) is continuous, then 
f : (X, '1. (S)) -i (Y, '1. (SI)) is continuous. 
PROOF 
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If u is a subbasic open set in LL(SI)' then u = v t-(w) for some w E a(L) and some v E SI' 
ft-(u) = ft-(v t-(w)) = (vfnw) where vf E Sand w E a(L) . Hence ft-(u) E 'L(S), 
4.21 COROLLARY 
For each complete lattice L, '1. : TOP(L) -i TOP is a functor which assigns to each 
object (Y,S) in TOP(L) the object (Y,LL(S)) in TOP and leaves morphisms unchanged. 
All along we have been using lattices which are complete. We now need the continuity 
property as well. 
Kubiak [K2] gives a sketch of the proof of the next proposition but a detailed proof is 
supplied here. 
With L continuous, 4.15 becomes simpler, and we have the following proposition. 
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4..22 PROPOSITION 
If L is a continuous lattice, and (X, T) a topological space, then 
wL(T) = C((X,T),(L,a{L))). 
PROOF 
By 2.18 C((X,T), (L,a{L))) is closed under finite infima and finite suprema. We now 
show that it is closed under arbitrary suprema. Let {fj : j E J} c C((X,T), (L,a{L))). In 
what follows, J f denotes a finite subset of J. We know that 
v f.(x) = V V f.(x) (by 2.4) j E J J J f c J j E Jf J (a). 
Next we show that V fj(x) is directed. 
. j E Jf 
(b) 
Suppose V fj(x) and V fj(x) are two of its elements. 
j E Jf j E Jf 1 2 
Then V fj(x) V V fj(x) ~ V fj(x) (in fact we have equality here) 
j E J f j E J f j E J f U J f 1 2 1 2 
which is still in the set since Jf U Jf is finite. 1 2 
We are now ready to prove our main step. 
= {x EX : a« V f/x)}, 
j E J 
= {XE X : a« V V fj(x)} by (a), 
J f ( J j E J f 
= U {x EX : a« V fj(x)} by (b) and 2.12, 
J f ( J j E J f 
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4.23 PROPOSITION 
Let L be continuous, (X,T) E I TOPI and (Y,S) E I TOP(L)I . Then : 
(1) S ( wL ~(S) 
(2) T = tL wL(T) 
Note that (1) holds for any complete lattice L. 
PROOF 
(1) If u E S, then u : (y,~(S)) ---< (L,o(L)) is continuous. Hence u E wL ~(S). 
(2) We first show that T ( £L wL(T). If u E T then 1u E wL(T), thus u = 1: {fa) 
where a f 0, hence u E tL wL(T) . Next we show that ~ wL(T) ( T . Let 
uE ~wL(T)besubbasicopen. ThenuE vl-(o(L)) for some vE wL(T). 
Now v : (X,T) ---< (L,o(L)) is continuous, thus vI- (o(L)) ( T, hence u E T . 
4.24 COROLLARY 
If L is continuous, then wL embeds TOP into TOP(L) as a full subcategory. 
PROOF 
Follows as a consequence of 4.17 and the fact that if f: (X,wL(T)) -+ (Y, wL(S)) is 
continuous, then so is f : (X,T) ---< (Y,S) which results from 4.20 and 4.23(2). 
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NOTES 
In Section 3 the definition of an L-fuzzy set is due to [GoJ . Then 3.2 and the remainder of 
3.1 generalize ideas in [ChJ from I to 1 and are part of the folklore. Also 3.3 and 3.4, extend 
inclusion in [SlJ and its properties without proofs in [S3J respectively, from I to 1 . In 
Section 4, 4.1 , 4.7 and 4.11 generalize results in [ChJ from I to 1 . Now 4.2 and 4.3 extend 
ideas which appear in [10J from I to 1 . Also 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.9 and 4.10 belong to the fuzzy 
topological folklore and can be found, for example, in [WaJ and (W-1J . The proof of 4.16 is 
given by Bohle as confirmed in [K2J . We obtained 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 from [R1J . We follow 
[K2J in the remainder of the Chapter. The proof of 4.22 is essentially new, but the result 
itself is an explicit corollary of a more general result in [Co, II - 4.17J . 
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CHAPTER 3 
(L,M)-FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
mTRODUCTIONANDSUMMARY 
The chapter begins with some introductory material on (L,M)-fuzzy topological spaces. 
In Section 5, an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space, continuity, and level topologies are 
introduced and some examples are provided. The (L,M)-fuzzy topological spaces are 
quite general, because specifying the lattices L and M one arrives at several old notions, 
including ordinary topologies, L-topologies and some others. An a-level functor lla 
which assigns to each (L,M)-fuzzy topological space an a-level L-topological space and 
leaves morphisms unchanged is introduced. In Section 6, the initial and final topologies 
are studied with an example of the initial topology supplied. In Section 7, we introduce a 
functor r which embeds the category of L-topological spaces into that of (L,L)- fuzzy 
topological spaces. We establish that r 0 wL is a functor which embeds the category of 
crisp topological spaces into L-fuzzy topological spaces. 
5. (L,M}-FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES AND CONTINUOUS MAPpmGS 
Each topology T on X can be described in terms of its characteristic function 
IT : 2X ----I 2. It satisfies the following conditions : 
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(i) IT(IX) = IT(I~) = 1, 
(ii) IT(1 A A IB) ~ IT(1 A) A IT(1B)' and 
(iii) IT( VIA) ~ 1\ IT(1 A)' 1 1 1 1 
for all A, B, Ai C X. 
Conversely, if a function IT satisfies conditions (i)-{iii), then 1;(1) forms a topology 
onX. 
Under the above interpretation, a map f: (X,T) --< (Y,S) is continuous iff 
In the sequel, Land M will denote complete lattices unless specified to have additional 
properties. 
The above observation has led Kubiak [Kl] to a definition of a general fuzzy topology, 
where 2X above is replaced by LX, and 2 is replaced by M, with Land M complete 
lattices. Using this concept we can extend several notions and results from the case L = 
M = I considered by Sostak [SI], to this general lattice setting. 
We now introduce Kubiak's definition of a general fuzzy topology and we will focus our 
attention on the properties of this fuzzy topology. 
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5.1 DEFINITION 
Let Land M be complete lattices . A mapping r : LX -t M is called an (L,M)-fuzzy 
topology on X if it satisfies the following conditions : 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
r(Q) = r(1) = 1 , 
if u, v E LX, then r(u II v) ~ r(u) II rev) , 
if{ui : iE J}c LX,thenr(Vui)~ A r(uJ 
i i 
We call r( u) the degree of openness of u for each u E LX 
(In the sequel, we will denote (L,M)-fuzzy topologies by r, 0, "(, (J etc.) 
5.2 DEFINITION 
The 4-tuple (X,L,M, r) is called an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space. 
We shall often write (X, r) if no confusion will arise. We will call (L,M)-fuzzy topological 
spaces (L,M)-fuzzy spaces and (L,L )-fuzzy topological spaces will be called L-fuzzy 
spaces. 
We give some examples of (L,M)-fuzzy topological spaces. The first example is the case 
where M = 2X, the second one is for the case L = M = I and the last one is for M = 2. 
The last two examples can easily be verified to be (L,M)-fuzzy spaces. 
5.3 EXAMPLE 
(1) Let L be a complete lattice, X be an arbitrary non-empty set and define 
,..( ) _ { U -1{ O} if u if. 1 
, \ U - X if u = 1. 
Then T is an (L,2X)-fuzzy topology. 
PROOF 
(a) We have r(Q) = r(1) = 1 which is obvious. 
(b) Ifu,VELX,then 
r(u A v) = (u A v)-l{O} 
= {x EX: u(x) A v(x) = O} 
;) {x EX : u(x) = O} n {x EX : v(x) = O} 
= u-1{O} n v-1{0} 
= r(u) A r(v) . 
(c) If {ui: i E J} C LX, then 
r( V u;) 
i 
= A r(u;). 
i 
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(2) Let X be a non-empty set and define r : IX ---< I by 
{ A u(x) if ui'Q. r{u) = x EX . 1 if u = Q. 
We show that r is indeed an I-fuzzy topology. 
PROOF 
(a) It is easy to see that r{Q.) = r(1) = 1. 
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(b) Let u, v E IX. If u A v = Q, then there is nothing to prove. Assume that 
uA vi' Q.. Then 
r{u A v) = A (UA v)(x) 
x E X 
~ A· (u(x) A v(y)) 
x, Y E X 
= A u(x) A 
x E X 
= r{u) A r{v). 
A v(y) 
Y E X 
(c) If{u; : iE J}c IX, we have for allyE X: 
(V u;)(y) 
i 
= V u.(y) 
• 1 
1 
~ V A u;(x) 
i x E X 
~ A A u;(x) 
1 X E X 
= A r{u;). 
i 
Hence r{ V ui) = A (V ui)(y) ~ A r{u;). 
i yEX i i 
If V Ui = Q, then there is nothing to prove. 
i 
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(3) Let X be an arbitrary non~mpty set, L and M be complete lattices. We define 
rO : LX-' M and 7' : LX-I M by 
rO( ) - {1 if u = Q. or 1 
u - 0 otherllise 
and 
(4) Let L = {O, a, b,l} with a < b and X = {x,y}. Define sets u, vE LX by 
u(x) = a, u(y) = b, vex) = b, v(y) = 1. The mapping 7: LX -I 2 is defined by 
r(w) = { 6 
REMARK 
if II = 0 or 1 or v or u 
otherwise 
(1) In definition 5.1, letting L = I and M = 2 we get the characteristic function of 
Chang's topology [Ch]. 
(2) Letting L = M = 2 we get the characteristic function of a crisp topology as a 
subset of the power set. 
(3) If L = M = I we obtain Sostak and Hamburg's fuzzy topology ([SI] and [HaJ) . 
(4) If L = 2 we get Hohle's [Ho] fuzzy topology. 
(5) If M = 2 we get Goguen's [Go] fuzzy topology. 
This is how we define continuity between (L,M)-fuzzy spaces. 
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5.4 DEFINITION 
Let (X, r) and (Y,o-) be (L,M)-fuzzy spaces. A mapping f : X ---< Y is continuous iff 
r(vf) ~ o\v) for each v ELY. We will occassionally say fis (r,a)-continuous . 
The next proposition shows that continuity is closed under composition of functions. 
5.5 PROPOSITION 
Let (X,r), (Y,a), (Z,p) be (L,M)-fuzzy spaces and f : X ---< Y, g : Y ---< Z continuous 
mappings. Then the composition g 0 f: X ........ Z is also continuous. 
PROOF 
If vEL Z, then r(v(gf)) = r((vg)f) ~ o\vg) by continuity of f. We also have a(vg) ~ p(v) 
by continuity of g. Thus r(v(gf)) ~ p(v). 
The next corollary follows as a consequence of 5.5. 
5.6 COROLLARY 
We obtain a category whose objects are (L,M)-fuzzy spaces and morphisms are 
continuous functions between them. 
NOTATION 
The category in 5.6 will be denoted by FTOP(L,M). 
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NOTE 
The category FTOP(L,M) is a subcategory of a more general category considered in [K1J, 
which, in particular, contains the category FUZZ of Rodabaugh (see e.g.[R1]) . 
5.7 DEFINITION 
Let, : LX -! M be an (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X. For each a E M, we let 
5.8 PROPOSITION 
For each a E M, 'a is an lr-topology on X. We call it an a-levellr-topology of , . 
PROOF 
(1) We have r(Q) = r(1) = 1 ~ a for each a E M, hence Q, 1, E 'a' 
(2) Ifu, vE 'a' then r(u) ~ a and r(v) ~ a. Thus r(uA v) ~ r(u) A r(v) ~ a. Hence 
(3) If {ui : i E J} ( 'a' then r(ui) ~ a for each i E J . 
Hence V Ui E 'a' 
i 
Thus r( V ui) ~ A r(Ui) ~ a. 
i i 
We will sometimes write level topologies instead of a-level lr-topologies if no confusion 
will arise. We now describe the level topologies for the examples of (L,M)-fuzzy 
topologies considered in 5.3. Examples (5.9) 1, 2, 3 and 4 are level topologies of (5.3) 1, 
2, 3 and 4 respectively. 
5.9 EXAMPLES 
(1) If A E 2X, then T A: X --+ L becomes 
TA = {l}u {UE LX: u(A) = {O}}. 
(2) If a E I, then 
Ta = {Q} U {u E IX: u- l [a,1] = X}. 
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(3) The I-level topologies for r<' and TI are the indiscrete and the discrete 
L-topologies respectively : 
and 
(4) We have TI = {u, v, Q, 1} c LX. 
The converse of the next proposition holds (8.6) but we have to introduce a number of 
results before we can prove it . As a result of this, studying continuity between 
(L,M)-fuzzy spaces is the same as doing so between a-ievel L-topological spaces. 
5.10 PROPOSmON 
Let (X,T) and (Y,<T) be (L,M)-fuzzy spaces, Ta and <Ta their a-level L-topologies 
respectively. If f is (T,<T)-continuous, then it is (Ta,<Ta)-continuous for each a E M. 
PROOF 
If v E <Ta, then r(vf) ~ <T(v) ~ a. Hence vf ETa· 
The next corollary follows as a result of 5.8 and 5.10. 
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5.11 COROLLARY 
We obtain a functor t.a : FTOP(L,M) ---; TOP(L) which assigns to each (L,M)-fuzzy 
topological space (X,T) an L-topologicaispace (X,Ta) and leaves morphisms unchanged. 
6 WEAK (L,M}-FUZZY TOPOWGIES 
In this section we define the initial (L,M)-fuzzy topology and hence the product of a 
family of (L,M)-fuzzy spaces. The subspace (L,M)-fuzzy topology is defined as a special 
case of the initial (L,M)-fuzzy topology. The final (L,M)-fuzzy topology is also 
introduced for a single function and hence defined for a family of continuous functions. 
6.1 DEFINITION 
Let T1 and T2 be (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X. We say T1 is weaker than T2 or T2 is 
stronger than T1 if T1(U) ~ T2(U) for each u E LX. 
6.2 PROPOSmON 
Let {Ti : i E J} be a collection of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X. The function T : LX --l M 
defined by 
is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X. 
PROOF 
(1) We have r(Q) = A Ti(Q) = 1. Similarly r(1l = 1. 
i E J 
(2) ITu, v E LX, then 
r(u" v) = A ri(u" v) 
i E J 
~ A (ri(u)" r\v)) 
i E J 
~ A· (ri(u)" ri(v)) 
i, j E J 
= A ri(u)" A ri(v) 
iEJ jEJ 
= r(u)" r(v). 
(3) IT {Uk: k E K} c LX, then 
~A 
i E J 
= A A ri(Uk) 
kEKiEJ 
= A r(Uk)' 
k E K 
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We are now in a position to make the following definition of a supremum of (L,M)-fuzzy 
spaces. 
6.3 DEFINlTION 
Let :7 = {ri : i E J} be a family of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X. The weakest 
(L,M)-fuzzy topology .,.0 on X such that rO ~ ri for all i E J is called the supremum of 
the family :7. We will denote it by V rio 
i E J 
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REMARK 
On account of 6.2, A ri exists and thus by 1.2, V ri exists in the complete lattice 
iEJ iEJ 
of all (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X. 
6.4 DEFINITION 
Let X be a set, (Y,u) an (L,M)-fuzzy space and f : X -< (Y,u) a mapping. We define the 
initial topology for f, to be the weakest (L,M)- fuzzy topology on X making f continuous. 
6.5 REMARK 
The weakest (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X making f continuous exists. 
PROOF 
Let ,y = {all (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X making f continuous}. Then r : LX -! M 
defined by r( u) = 1 for all u E LX, belongs to ,y. Thus,y f- 0. Hence the weakest 
(L,M)-fuzzy topology on X making f continuous is p : LX -! M defined by 
for each u E LX. 
p(u) = A 6(u) 
5 E,y 
The description of r in 6.6 is essentially the same as in Sostak (for L = M = I), but ours 
looks simpler and clearer, as his is defined in two steps. 
6.6 DEFINITION 
Let X be a set, (Y,u) an (L,M)-fuzzy space and f : X ---- (Y,u) a mapping. Define 
r: LX ____ M by 
r(u) = V {O"(v): v ELY and u = vf}. 
(We note that V 0 = 0). 
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Complete distributivity is going to come into play in the next results . The next 
proposition with L = M = I is in Sostak [S1]. However he has a gap in his proof, claiming 
that proving that r of 6.6 satisfies the supremum axiom is similar to proving that it 
satisfies the infimum axiom. This is not so, as seen from our proof. 
6.7 PROPOSITION 
Let L be complete and M be completely distributive. 
(1) The mapping r of 6.6 is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X. 
(2) r is the initial (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X induced by (Y,u) and f. 
PROOF 
(1) (a) 
(b) 
We have r(Q) = r(1) = 1, since u(1) = u(Q) = 1 and Q = Qf, 1 = If. 
We show that for {vi: i E J} c LX. 
r( V Vi) ~ A r(vJ. 
iEJ iEJ 
We have r( V vi) 
i E J 
= V{a(U) : UE LYand V Vi=nf} 
. i E J 
= V {a( V Ui) : {Ui : i E J} ( LYand V vi = ( V ui)f} 
i iEJ iEJ 
~ V {a( V uJ: Ui ELY and vi = uiffor each i E J} 
I 
Now if we let ki = {u E LY : vi = uf}, then we have 
V {A a(ui) : Ui ELY and vi = uif for each i E J} 
i 
= V Y A a( rp(i)), 
I':J-oL iEJ 
I'(i) E k i 
= V A a(rp(i)), 
I' E . II k i i E J lEJ 
= A V a(u) (By complete distributivity of M), 
i E J U E k i 
= A r(vJ 
i E J 
(c) We show that for v I' va E L, 
r(VIA va) ~ r(v l ) A r(va)· 
We have, 
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= V {a( ul II ua) : ul, Ua ELY and (ul II ua)f = v I II va}, 
~ V {a(ul II u2) : up u2 ELY and uif = vi' i = 1, 2}, 
~ V {a(ul) II a(ua) : u I , ua E LY and vi = uif, i = 1,2}, 
= V {a(ul): ul ELY and VI = ulf} II V {a(ua) : ua ELY and 
va = uaf} (By complete distributivity of M), 
= *1) II r(va)· 
(2) Of course f : (X, r) --; (Y,er) is continuous. 
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If f : (X,rl) --; (Y,er) is continuous, then rl(uf) ~ er(u) for each u ELY. We have, 
foreachuE LX 
r(u) = V {a(v) : vE LYand u = vf}, 
~ V {rl(vf) : V ELY and u = vf}, 
= rl(u). 
Thus r is weaker than r l. 
6.8 EXAMPLE 
We give an example of the initial topology er : L71 --; 2 (where 71 is the set of integers) 
induced by f : 71 --; (X,r), where (X,r) is the (L,2)-fuzzy topological space considered in 
5.3(4). Define f : 71 --; (X, r) by 
f(n) = {x ~f n ~s even 
Y If n IS odd. 
The initial topology (J : L II -; 2 is defined by 
C7{w) = V {r(wl): WI E LX and w = wlf} . 
II Observe that v I' ul E L defined by 
satisfy v I = vf and ul = ufo 
if n is odd 
if n is even 
if n is even 
if n is odd, 
From the above observation we thus define (J : Lll-; 2 by 
-' ) _ {1 if II = U I or v I or .Q. or 1 u~ w - 0 otherllise 
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Let M be a completely distributive lattice and {(Yi,(Ji) : i E J} be a family of 
(L,M)-fuzzy spaces. Let X be a set and for each i E J, let ri : LX -; M be the initial 
topology on X for fi : X -; (Yi,(Ji) . 
6.9 PROPOSITION 
Let M be a completely distributive lattice. The mapping r : LX -; M defined by 
r = V r\ is the weakest (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X for which all the mappings 
i 
fi : X -; (Yi,(Ji) are continuous. 
NOTE 
Sostak has two definitions (in two different papers [SI] and [S5]) for the topology on X 
making all these functions continuous and the one in [SI] is incorrect. He replaced V ri 
by A ri. It is easy to see that A ri on X does not make all the mappings 
fi : X -; (Y,(Ji) continuous. 
PROOF 
By 6.3, 1'is indeed an (L,M)-fuzzy topology. Also 1'makes all the mappings 
. y . 
fi : (X,1') --< (Yi,O") for each i E J continuous. For, given vEL " we get 
1'( vf) ~ 1'i( vf) ~ O'i( v) for each i E J . 
Suppose 1'1 is another (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X making all the mappings 
fi : (X,1'I) --< (Yi,O'i) continuous. If l' i 1'1' then 3 such that 
io E J 
1'iO i 1'1' thus fi : (X,1'I) --< (Yi ,O'io) fails to be continuous, a contradiction. 
o 0 
We now define the product of a family of (L,M)-fuzzy spaces. 
6.10 DEFINITION 
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Let M be a completely distributive lattice and {(Xi' 1'i) : i E J} be a family of (L,M)-fuzzy 
spaces. A pair (X,1') is called the product of these spaces if X = II Xi is the set product 
i 
and 1'is the weakest (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X for which all projections 
Pi : X --< (Xi,1'i) are continuous. 
6.11 PROPOSITION 
Let (X,1') be an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space and M be a completely distributive lattice. 
If A ( X and id : A --< X is the identity embedding, define 
1'A : LA --<M 
by 1'A(U) = V {1'(v) : vE LX and u = v id}. 
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Then T A is the weakest (L,M)-fuzzy topology on A making id continuous. 
PROOF 
Follows from 6.7. 
6.12 DEFINITION 
Let M be a completely distributive lattice. The (L,M)-fuzzy topology T A in 6.11 is called 
the subspace topology of A. 
We now pay attention to the final topology, first for a single mapping and then for a 
family of mappings. 
6.13 DEFINITION 
Let Y be a set, and (X,T) an (L,M)-fuzzy space and f: (X,T) -+ Ya mapping. We define 
the final topology for f to be the strongest (L,M)-fuzzy topology IT on Y making f 
continuous. 
6.14 PROPosmON 
Let Land M be complete lattices, T an (L,M)-fuzzy topology, f : (X,T) -+ Y be a 
mapping. If we define u(v) = r(vf) for each v ELY, then IT is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology on 
y. 
PROOF 
(1) W e have a(Q) = r(Qf) = 1. Similarly oW = 1. 
(2) IT u, vEL Y, then 
a(u A v) = r((u A v)f) 
= r(uf A vf) 
~ r(uf) A r(vf) 
= a(u) A l1(v). 
(3) IT{u; : iEJ}cLY,then 
a( V ui) 
i E J 
6.15 PROPOSITION 
= 7"(( V u.)f) 
i E J 1 
= r(. V (uif)) (by 3.2(3)) 
1. E J 
= A a(Ui)' 
i E J 
The (L,M)-fuzzy topology 11 in 6.14 is the strongest one making f continuous. 
PROOF 
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Let 111 be another (L,M)-fuzzy topology on Y making f continuous. We show that 111 ~ 11. 
For each vEL Y we have 
u{v) = r(vf) 
~ 111(v) by continuity off: (X,r) ---< (Y,111). 
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6.16 PROPOSITION 
Let {(Xi,ri) : i E J} be a family of (L,M)-fuzzy spaces . Let Y be a set and for each i E J, 
. . y 
let fi : (Xi' r') -i Y be a mapping. For each i E J let 0" : L -i M be the final topology 
on Y for fi. The mapping 0' : L Y -i M defined by O'(v) = A O'\V) for each vEL Y, is i E J 
the strongest (L,M)-fuzzy topology on Y for which all the mappings fi : (Xi ' ri) -i Yare 
continuous . 
PROOF 
That 0' is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology is shown in 6.2. Also fi : (Xi' ri) -i (Y,u) is indeed 
continuous for each i E J since O'(u) ~ O'i(u) ~ ri(uf) for each i E J and u ELY. 
Suppose 0'1 is another (L,M)-fuzzy topology on Y making all the mappings 
fi : (Xi,ri) -i (Y,ul ) continuous. 
For vEL Y we have : 
u(v) = A ui(v), 
i E J 
= A ri(vf.), 
i E J ' 
7 EMBEDDING TOP AND TOP{L) INTO FTOP{L) 
We now introduce some categories of fuzzy topological structures. We will first prove the 
following two properties of inclusion which we will need. 
REMINDER 
Let L be a complete lattice with an order reversing involution. The function 
F : LXx LX --< L is defined by 
F(u,v) = A' (u' V v)(x). 
x E X 
7.1 PROPERTIES 
Let (X,T) be an L-topological space. 
(1) If L is a frame and {ui : i E J} C LX, then 
(2) If L is distributive and u, v E LX, then 
PROOF 
F(u A v,IntT(u A v)) ~ F(u,IntTu) A F(v,IntTv) 
= A (( V u;)' V IntT( V Ui))(X) 
x E Xii 
~ A (( A u'i) V (V IntTu;))(x) 
x E Xii 
= A (1\ (u'i V Y IntTUj))(x) (by frame law for LOP) 
x E X 1 J 
~ A A (U'i V IntTui)(X) 
x E X i 
= A A (U'i V IntTui)(x) 
i x E X 
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(2) F(u II v, IntT(u II v)) 
= A ((u II v)' V (IntTu II IntTv))(x) 
x E X 
= A ((u' v v') V (IntTu II IntTv))(x) 
x E X 
~ A ((u' v IntTu) II (v' v IntTv))(x) 
x E X 
(by * below), 
~ A (u' V IntTu)(x) II A (u' V IntTv)(x) 
xEX xEX 
(*) (u' V v') V (IntTu II IntTv) 
= [(u' V v') V IntTu] II [(u' V v') V IntTv] (distributivity ofL) 
= [(u' V IntTu) V v'] II [u' V (v' V IntTv)] (commutativity of supremum) 
~ (u' V IntTu) II (v' V IntTv). 
7.2 DEFINITION 
Let L be a frame and (X,T) E I TOP(L)I. We define r(T) : LX -+ L by 
r(T)(u) = F(u,IntTu). 
7.3 THEOREM 
Let L be a frame. If (X,T) E I TOP(L)I , then (X, r(T)) E I FTOP(L)I. 
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PROOF 
(1) The fact that f(T)(Q) = f(T)(l) = 1 is obvious. 
(2) If u, v E LX, then 
f(T)(u A v) = F(u A v,IntT(u A v)) 
~ F(u,IntTu) A F(v,IntTv) (by 7.1(2)) 
= f(T)(u) A f(T)(v). 
(3) If ui E LX for each i E J, then we have : 
f(T)( V ui) 
i 
7.4 THEOREM 
= F( V ui,IntT (V ui)) i E J i 
~ A F(ui,IntTu;) (by 7.1(1)) 
1 
= A f(T)(uJ 
i 
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Let L be a frame, and let (X,T) , (Y,S) E I TOP(L)I. If f : X -l Y is (T,S)-{;ontinuous, 
then it is (f(T), f(S))-{;ontinuous. 
PROOF 
We have 
f(T)(vf) = F(vf,IntT(vf) 
~ F(vf, (Intsv)£) 
~ F(v, Intsv) 
= r(S)(v) . 
(by 3.4(2) and 4.8) 
(by 3.4(5)) 
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As a result of 7.3 and 7.4 we have the following corollary. 
7.5 COROLLARY 
Let L be a frame. We have that r : TOP(L) -t FTOP(L) is a functor, which assigns to 
every (X,T) E I TOP(L)I, the L-fuzzy space (X,r(T)) and which leaves morphisms 
unchanged. 
7.6 and 7.7 appear in [K3] see also [K-K]. 
7.6 DEFINITION 
Let (X,T) be a topological space and u E LX. A mapping 
(.)*: LX-t LX 
is defined by 
/\ u(y) 
Y E Ux 
for every u E LX and x E X, where U x is a neighbourhood of x. 
7.7 PROPOSITION 
If (X, T) is a topological space and L a continuous lattice, then 
X 
u* = IntwL(T)u VUE L 
and hence (. )* is an interior operator on LX. 
The next proposition will be used in the proof of 7.9. 
7.8 PROPOSITION 
If (X, T) is a topological space, L a continuous lattice, and A c X, then 
PROOF 
We have: 
Similarly one shows that 
Int
wL(T)(1 A)(x) = 0 
Hence IntwL(TPA) 
NOTE 
~ 3 V l A(y) = 1 Ux Y E Ux 
~3YEUx~YEA 
Ux 
~ 3 Uxc A 
Ux 
~ xE IntTA 
~ lIntTA (x) = O .. 
= lIntTA' 
We observe that, r a WL (with L = I) is the same as the functor 
~ : TOP -; FTOP(I) in [SI - 4.12] . 
7.9 PROPOSITION 
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Let L be a continuous frame. The composition r a wL embeds TOP into FTOP(L) and is 
one-one on objects. 
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PROOF 
Let <11 = r 0 wL. Define 'I/i : FTOP(L) --< TOP by 
'iff..X,r) = (X, 'iff.. r)), 
where 
'iff..r) = {A eX : r(IA) = I}, 
and morphisms remain unchanged. 
Now, 
'I/i <11(T) = {A : <11(T)(l A) = I} 
= {A : F(lA' Intw (T)(lA)) = I} L 
= {A : F(lA' 1rntTA) = I} (by 7.8) 
= {A : A c IntTA} (by 3.4(1)) 
=T. 
Which shows that 'I/i is a left inverse of <11. 
Also, <11 : I TOPI --< I FTOPI is an injective function since, 
<11(X, T) = <11(Y,S) 
~ 'I/i ~(X, T) = 'I/i <11(Y,S) 
~ (X,T) = (Y,S). 
NOTES 
Except for 5.3, we obtain 5.1 - 5.5 from [K1]. Examples 5.3(1) and (2) were suggested by 
J . Chadwick. The rest of the examples are written by the author. Together with T . 
Kubiak we arrived at the remainder of the observations in this section and also 6.1 - 6.5 . 
Apart from 6.8, the rest of the results in Section 6 generalize ideas in [SI] . Proof of 6.7 is 
due to T. Kubiak. Example 6.8 is supplied by the author. 7.1 - 7.5 extend results in [Sl] 
from I to L. We obtain 7.6 and 7.7 from [K3] (see also [K-K]). T . Kubiak observed 7.8. 
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CKAPTER4 
NEW (L,M)-FUZZY TOPOLOGIES FROM OLD ONES 
SUMMARY 
In this chapter we investigate functors from FTOP(L,M) to itself. These functors only 
change the (L,M)-fuzzy topology on an object leaving the underlying set and morphism 
unchanged. Most results in Section 8 are used in proofs which are in Section 9. In 
Section 8, we give a method by which we generate an (L,M)-fuzzy topology from a family 
of decreasing (L,M)-fuzzy topologies. We further establish that an (L,M)-fuzzy topology 
is generated by its level topologies. Sostak [S2] puts a condition on level topolOgies for 
the above result to hold, but we did not see the necessity of this condition. We also find 
an expression of the supremum of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies in terms of the supremum of 
the a-level L-topologies. In Section 9 we concentrate on the functor from FTOP(L,M) to 
itself. In particular, if the functor (.)C is restricted to TOP, then it reduces to the 
stratification functor for L-spaces. 
8 GENERATION OF AN (L,M)-FUZZY TOPOLOGY BY A FAMILY OF 
(L,M)-FUZZY TOPOLOGIES. 
At the beginning of this Chapter we will primarily be concerned with developing the 
machinery necessary to prove a number of results in the next section. 
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8.1 DEFINITION 
A family {r": a E M\{O}} of(L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X is said to be decreasing iffor b 
~ a we have r" ~ rb. 
The next result is very important. Sostak [82J only gave the sketch of the proof 
(with M = L = I), but we have supplied a detailed one here. We shall assume that M is a 
complete chain. 
8.2 THEOREM 
Let M be a complete chain and {r" : LX -t MI a E M\{O}} a family of decreasing 
(L,M)-fuzzy topologies. Then the mapping defined by the equality, 
r(u) = V (r"(u) A a) 
a f. 0 
for each u E LX is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology. 
PROOF 
(1) 
(2) 
We have r(Q) = r(1) = V a = l. 
a f. 0 
Assume that r(u A v) < r(u) A r(v) for some u, v E LX, 
then, 
r(UA v) < r(u) = V (rb(u)A b) 
b f. 0 
V (r"(u A v) A a) < rbO(u) Abo, 
a f. 0 
~ 3 Y' r"(u A v) A a < rbO(u) Abo . 
bo f. 0 a f. 0 
Similarly, 
3 V r"(u A v) A a < rb!(v) A b!. 
b! j 0 a j 0 
Consequently, since {rb : b j o} is a decreasing family, we get 
V r"(u A v) A a < rbo A b!(u) Abo, 
a j 0 
and 
V r"(u A v) " a < rbo A b!(v) " b!. 
a j 0 
Hence 
r"(u A v) A a < rbo A b!(u) A rbo A b!(v) A bo A b! 
for all a j O. In particular with c = bo A b! we obtain 
r(u A v) A c < r(u) A r(v) A c, 
which yields, 
r(u" v) < r(u) A r(v), 
contradicting the fact that r is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology. 
(3) Suppose we have a collection {ui : i E J} C LX such that 
< A r(u;). 
i 
CASE 1 
There exists c E M such that 
r( V ui) < c < A r(uJ, 
i i 
3 V V (r"(Vui)Aa)<c< V (rb(uJAb), 
cjOiajO i bjO 
3 V 3 
c j 0 1 bo j 0 
V r"( V ui) A a < c < rbO(uJ Abo , 
a j 0 i 
3 V 3 r( V uJ A c < c < rbo (uJ A bo. 
c j 0 i bo j 0 i 
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Observe that c < rbO(Ui) A bo ~ bo, 
thus c < bo ~ rbO(ui) ~ 1""(Ui) , 
hence 
We thus have, c '* 0 such that 
~ 1""( V u;) A c < c < 1""(u;) 
1 1 
3 V 1""( V u;) < c < 1""(ui), 
c '* 0 i i 
3 1""( V ui) < c ~ A 1""( u;), 
c'* 0 i i 
a contradiction to our hypotheses. 
CASE 2 
Suppose there is no c E M satisfying r( Y Uj) < c < /:. r(Uj) . Let j E J. We have 
J J 
r(U) = V (r"(u) A aH /:. r(u). 
a,* 0 J 
We claim that there exists ao E M such that 
r"O(Uj) A ao~ /:. r(Uj) ' 
J 
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For if not then r"(u) A a < /:. r(uj) for all a E M. Since there is a gap between 
J 
r( Y uj) and /:. r(Uj) this forces r"(Uj) A a ~ r( Y Uj) for all a E M. 
J J J 
Now r(Uj) = V (r"(u) A a) ~ r( Y Uj)' contradicting r( Y u) < /:. r(uJ 
a,*O J J J 
Hence, for each j E J we can find aj E M with r"j(Uj) A aj ~ /:. r(uj) and 
J 
hence aj ~ /:. r(Uj) for all j E J . 
J 
Since {r": a E M\{O}} is decreasing, letting 1\ r(u) = b, we obtain 
J 
Tb(Uj) ~ r"j(Uj) ~ b for all j E J 
and hence Tb(Uj) II b = b for all j E J . 
It follows that Tb( YUj) II b ~ 1\ (Tb(Uj) II b) = b 
J J 
and hence, finally 
r( yu) = Y (r"( YUj) II a) ~ Tb( yu) II b = b, 
J aEII J J 
contradicting r( Y Uj) < 1\ r(Uj) . 
J J 
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It may be of some interest to know whether Theorem 8.2 holds true for M a non-linearly 
ordered complete lattice, e.g. completely distributive or continuous. 
We are now ready to define the generation of an (L,M)-fuzzy topology by a family of 
(L,M)-fuzzy topologies. 
8.3 DEFINITION 
Let M be a complete chain and {r" : LX ---< M : a E M\ {O}} a decreasing family of 
(L,M)-fuzzy topologies. Then T : LX ---< M defined by 
r(u) = Y (r"(u) II a) 
a * 0 
is said to be generated by the above family. 
The proof of the next result is also different from Sostak's [S2] proof. He uses the order 
density property for M (M = L = I in [S2j), which we do not have. 
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8.4 PROPosmON 
Let M be a complete chain, {~: LX ---< M : a E M\{O}} and {a" : LY ---< M: a E M\{O}} 
be decreasing families of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X and Y respectively, and T, IJ be the 
corresponding generated (L,M)-fuzzy topologies. If the mappings f : (X,~) ---< (Y,a") are 
continuous for each a E M\{O}, then the mapping f: (X,T) ---< (Y,IJ) is continuous. 
PROOF 
Continuity off: (X,~)---< (Y,a") implies that for all vE LY andaE M\{O} we have 
~(vf) ~ a"(v) 
~(vf) A a ~ a"(v) A a 
V (~(vf)A a)~ V (a"(v) A a) 
a E H\{O} a E M\{O} 
Thus r(vf) ~ u(v) for all v ELY. 
In the next result we establish that an (L,M)-fuzzy topology is generated by its level 
topologies. Contrary to Sostak's [82] analogue . of this result, we do not need any 
conditions on the level topologies. 
8.5 PROPOSmON 
If T is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology, and {Ta : a E M\ {O}} is a family of its level 
Ir-topologies, then T is the topology generated by this family. 
PROOF 
It is well known and obvious that for every u E MX one has 
u= V (aA 1 -I(T )). 
a E H u a 
x 
In particular, given an (L,M)-fuzzy topology T E M(L ) oile gets, 
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7= V (aA 1 -I(T )), 
aEIL 7" 
where 7-1(T a) = 7a is just the a-level L--topology. 
The next Corollary follows as a consequence of 8.4, 8.5, and 5.10. 
8.6 COROLLARY 
Let (X,7) and (Y,er) be (L,M)-fuzzy spaces, 7a and era be their a--level L--topologies 
respectively. Then f is (7a,era)--continuous for each a E M iff it is (7,er)--continuous. 
Sostak [S2) stated the following proposition without a proof but we have provided it here. 
8.7 PROPOSITION 
Let M be a complete chain, {T" : a E M\{O}} a decreasing family of (L,M)-fuzzy 
topologies and 7 be generated by this family. Then, we have 7a = n {7~ : b < a} for all 
a E M which are not isolated from below (i.e. a = V {b: b < a}). 
PROOF 
Let u E n {7g: b < a}. Then for all b such that b < a we have : 
7b(U) ~ b 
=} 7{u)~ V (7b(u)Ab)~ V b=a 
b < a b < a 
=} 7{u) ~ a 
" 
For the reverse inclusion, if u Era' then for b < a we have, 
b<a~ V (~(u)Aa)=r(u) 
a E II\{O} 
~ 3 b<r"(U)AC 
cEil 
~ b < c and b < r"(u) 
~ b < rb(u) (since b < r"(u) ~ rb(u)) 
Thus UE n{rg:b<a}, 
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In the next theorem suprema of families of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies are described in a 
useful manner. 
The proof of the next theorem is different from Sostak's [S2] which we do not understand 
fully. He also uses the order density property of I, but we do not have it for our lattice 
M. 
8.8 THEOREM 
Let M be a complete chain and {r1< : k E K} be a family of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X. 
Let 
r = V {r1< : k E K}. 
Then 
for every u E LX, 
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PROOF 
Let O"(u) = V {a EM: u E V {~ : k E K}} for every u E LX The assertion will be 
proved if it is shown that : 
(1) .,-k ~ 0" for every k E K, 
(2) O"~ T, 
(3) 0" is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X. 
Indeed, by (3) and (1) we have T ~ 0", so that T = 0" on account of (2). 
To prove (1), let uE LX. We shall show that!.,-k(u) c !O"(u) V kE K. Let kE K and 
a E ! .,-k(u). Then u E ~ ~ V {T~ : k E K}, and we conclude that a ~ O"(u). Therefore 
.,-k(u) = V! .,-k(u) ~ V! O"(u) = O"(u). 
Next we prove (2). Let u E LX. We show that if for all a E M, a < O"(u) implies a < r(u), 
then O"(u) ~ r(u). (For if the implication is not true, we have O"(u) > r(u) = a which 
implies that a = r(u) < r(u) by our assumption, which is absurd) . Now if a < O"(u), then 
there exists b > a such that 
Thus a < b ~ r(u) . Hence O"(u) ~ r(u). 
We now prove (3) . It is clear that O"(Q) = O"(l) = 1. 
Let u, vEL x. Suppose that O"(u II v) < O"(u) II O"(v) . 
Then 0"( u II v) < 0"( u), so that there exists a E M such that 
O"(UII v) < a and UE V ~. 
k E K 
Similarly, there is b E M such that 
With c = a A b one gets 
a(u A v) < b and v E V rt. 
k E K 
a(UAv)<c and uAvE V ~, 
k E K 
i.e. a(u A v) < c and u(u A v) ~ c, a contradiction. 
Finally to prove the supremum axiom, let {uj : j E J} ( LX Let us assume that 
a( V u) < A a( u). 
jEJ jEJ 
Again we consider two cases . 
CASE 1 
There is c E M such that 
a( V Uj) < c < A a(u). 
jEJ jEJ 
The first inequality implies that 
which in turn implies that 
Therefore 
(*) 
Indeed, if 
Uj ~ V ~ for some jo E J . 
o k E K 
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then 
i.e. 
a contradiction. 
Thus by (*) we get 
Uj E V ~ for some b > c, 
o k E K 
Uj E V ~c V ~, 
o kEK kEK 
A 0"( u) ~ cr( Uj ) ~ c, a contradiction. 
j E J 0 
CASE 2 
There is a gap between cr( V u) and A O"(Uj) , 
jEJ jEJ 
i.e. there exists no c E M such that cr( V uJ) < C < A O"(uJ) . Let us denote 
jEJ jEJ 
A cr(Uj) by a. 
j E J 
Then cr( V Uj) < a means that V Uj ~ V ~. 
jEJ jEJ kEK 
Thus there is jo E J such that 
(*) UJ ~ V ~. o k E K 
Since a is isolated from below, we have by (*) that O"(Uj ) < a. 
o 
Indeed, if cr( Uj ) ~ a, i.e. 
o 
V {b EM : Uj E V ~} ~ a, 
o k E K 
then (since a is isolated from below) there is b ~ a such that 
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i.e. 
a contradiction. 
Thus 
a contradiction. 
The proof is complete. 
Uj E V 7{c V ~, 
o kEK kEK 
Uj E V ~, 
o k E K 
/\ u(u) ~ u(Uj ) < a = /\ u(u), 
jEJ 0 jEJ 
We have the following corollary to Proposition 8.8. 
8.9 COROLLARY 
Let M be a complete chain and {r1< : k E K} be a family of (L,M)-fuzzy spaces. IT 
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rD = V ~,then T~ = n (V~,) for all a E M which are not isolated from 
k E K a' < a k 
below. (i.e. a = V {a' : a' < a}). 
PROOF 
Let 
Then 
If UE V ~,. 
a' < a k a 
Thus 
~(u) 
Hence uE ~. 
= V {b : u E V -rf,}, 
k 
~ V {a' : a' < aand u E V~,}, 
k 
= V {a' : a' < a}, 
=a. 
For the reverse inclusion we do not need any condition on a. 
IT we let u E 'T~, then 
If 
a' < a 
If 
a' < a 
If 
a' < a 
Hence 
a' < a~ ~(u) = V {b: uE V -rf,}, 
k 
3 a' < c' and u E V~" 
c' k 
uE V ~" 
k 
UE n (V T~,). 
a' < a k 
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We note in passing the following proposition which will require that no member of M is 
isolated from below, in other words, that M is order dense. 
8.10 PROPosmON 
Let M be an order dense chain, {'Ti : i E J} and {lTi : i E J} be families of (L,M)-fuzzy 
topologies on the sets X and Y respectively and let 'T = V 'Ti and IT = V lTi. 
i i 
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If a mapping f: (X,Ti) -< (Y,ai) is continuous for each i E J, then the mapping 
f: (X, T) -< (Y,a) is continuous. 
PROOF 
(Ti,ai)-eontinuity of f, V 
i E J 
=* (T~,a~ )-eontinuity off, V V (by 5.10), 
i E J aEIl 
=* ( V T~, V a!)-eontinuity of f, V (by 4.10), 
I I a E II 
=* ( n (V T~), n (V a!))-eontinuity of f, V 
a<b i a<b i bEll 
(by 4.9), 
=* (T,a)-eontinuity of f (by 8.6). 
9 STRATIFICATION OF (L,M}-FUZZY TOPOLOGIES 
9.1 DEFINITION 
An (L,M)-fuzzy topology T on a set X is called stratified if T (.!;.) = 1 for each constant 
L-fuzzy set .£ E LX. 
It is easy to see that all the examples of (L,M)-fuzzy topologies we have in 5.3 are not 
stratified. The following (L,M)-fuzzy topology is stratified. 
EXAMPLE 
Let X be a non-empty set, Land M be complete lattices. Define T : LX -< M by 
.< ) _ {1 if u is a constant L-fuzzy set 
'\ U - 0 otherllise 
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9.2 DEFINITION 
Let 'f be an (L,M)-fuzzy topology on a set X. The weakest stratified (L,M)-fuzzy 
topology r" such that r" ~ T is called the stratification of the (L,M)-fuzzy topology 'f. 
The following provides a relationship between r" and (Ta)C where T is an (L,M)-fuzzy 
topology and a E M. 
9.3 PROPOSITION 
Let M be a complete chain and (X,'f) be an (L,M)-fuzzy space. Then 
r"(u) = V (1( )c(u) A a) 
a f 0 Ta 
PROOF 
Denote (J = V {\ 'fa)" A a: a E M\{O}}. 
Since {( 'fa)C : a E M\ {O}} is decreasing, (J is an (L,M)-fuzzy topology by Theorem 8.2. 
Since 'f ~ r", we have 'fa ( (r")a for all a E M. Clearly (r")a is a stratified topology, thus 
('fa)C ( (r")a' Consequently, by Proposition 8.5 we get 
r" = V (1(r") A a) 
a E II a 
~ V (1( )cA a) 
a E II 'fa 
=(J 
~ V (1 A a) = T. 
a f 0 'fa 
Thus r" ~ (J ~ T. 
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Finally note that u is stratified. (For if!l. E LX, then u{!l.) = V {1" a: a E M} = 1). 
Therefore r" = u by Definition 9.2. 
The next proposition shows that the assignment (X,r) ---< (X,r") is functorial . 
9.4 PROPOSITION 
Let M be a complete chain and (X,r), (Y,u) E I FTOP(L,M)I. 
If f : (X, r) ---< (Y,u) is continuous, then f : (X, r") ---< (Y,cf') is continuous . 
PROOF 
Given f : X ---< Y, we have for all a E M, 
( r,u)-continuity 
9.5 COROLLARY 
=} (r.,u.)-continuity 
=} ((r.)C,(u.)C)-continuity 
=} (r",cf')-continuity 
(by 5.10) 
(by 4.14) 
. (by 8.4) 
For M a complete chain, (. )C : FTOP(L,M) ---< FTOP(L,M) is a functor such that: 
(X,r)C = (X,r"), 
and 
(f: (X,r) ---< (Y,u))" = (f : (X,r") ---< (Y,cf')) 
i.e., (. )C leaves mappings unchanged. 
Recall that when dealing with weak (L,M)-fuzzy topologies M must be completely 
distributive (see 6.7) . Denote by ft-(u), the weak (L,M)-fuzzy topology on X induced by 
f: X ---< (Y,u). We note the following obvious fact : 
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9.6 REMARK 
If a is stratified, so is fl-( a). 
PROOF 
Indeed, for all bEL, 12.f is constant, hence 
~ a(12.) 
=1 
9.7 PROPOSITION 
Let M be a complete chain, (Y,a) be an (L,M)-fuzzy space and f : X -i Y be a mapping. 
If {ri : i E J} is a family of (L,M)-topologies on X, then the following statements hold: 
(1) 
(2) 
PROOF 
fl-(a") = fl-(a)C, 
( V ri)c = V ric 
iEJ iEJ 
(1) For each mapping f, we have 
(fl-( a),u)-continuity ~ (fl-( u)C,a")-continuity 
hence 
fl-(a") ~ fl-(u)c. 
Clearly 
fl-(a) $ fl-(aC), 
the latter being stratified by 9.6, hence 
fl-(u)C $ fl-( a") . 
(by 9.4) 
(2) 
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Clearly, V ric is stratified. For, given.!l. E LX, 
i E J 
( V ric){.!l.) = A {-r(.!l.) : riC ~ 'Y for all i E J} 
i E J 
{1s are (L,M)-fuzzy topologies). 
·C 
Since 1 = r' (.!l.) ~ ')'(.!l.), hence 
( V ric){.!l.) = l. 
i E J 
(NOTE : It suffices for 
stratified) . 
Further, 
hence / 
V ri to be stratified, that at least one 
i E J 
Since the {L,M)-topology V ric is stratified, hence 
i E J 
by Definition 9.2. 
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9.8 PROPOSITION 
Let M be a complete chain, {(Xi,tJi) : i E J} C [FTOP(L,M)[ and fi : X -; Xi for all i E 
J. Then: 
PROOF 
By 9.7. 
9.9 COROLLARY 
Let M be a complete chain and (X,r), (Xi,ri) E [FTOP(L,M)[ (i E J). Let A C X. 
Then: 
(1) (r A)C = (rC) A (where r A is the subspace topology), 
(2) 
PROOF 
(1) Let e : A -; X be the identity embedding. Then, 
rA = e"'(r). 
ThuB, 
(rAY = e"'(r)C 
= e"'(rC) 
= (rC)A· 
(by 9.7(1)) 
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(2) Let Pi: II Xi --; Xi denote the i-th projection. We have, 
i E J 
(by 9.8) 
(by 9.7(1)) 
II ·c = .,.1. 
i E J 
Although this is not really important, we shall now show how the crucial equality 
{'-(o") = f .... (O')C can be obtained from 9.3, by avoiding the functoriality of (. )C, We need 
the following property of the stratification in TOP(L). 
9.10 REMARK 
If T is an L-topology on Y and 
f: X --; (Y,T), then f .... (T)C = f .... (TC). 
PROOF 
We have, 
=f .... (TVl y ) (wherel y ={2:2 ELY}) 
= f .... (T) V f .... (ly) 
=f .... (T)v lx 
= f .... (T)c. 
9.11 OBSERVATIONS 
(a) We note that if f : X -; (Y,T) with (Y,T) E I TOP(L)I , then 
ft-(IT) = I f t-(T)" 
Indeed, 
= V {IT(v) : u = vf} 
= {6 if 3 vET : u = vf otherwise 
= {01 if U Eft-(T) 
otherwise 
(b) If (Y,er) is an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space and f: X -; (Y,er), then 
ft-(era) (ft-(er)a V aE M, 
<=> 3 XU = vf and v E era 
vEL 
<=> 3 XU = vf and cr(v) ~ a 
vEL 
==} as V {cr(v): U = vf} = ft-(u)(u) 
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We are now ready to prove this result. If M is a complete chain, (Y,u) an 
(L,M)-fuzzy space and f : X -; (Y,O") a mapping, then f t-(aC) = f t- (O")c. 
ANOTHER PROOF OF 9.7(1) 
We have, 
hence 
For the converse we proceed as follows. Given u E LX, 
fl-(a")(u) = V a"(u) 
u = vf 
= V V (1(1l )c(v) A a) 
u = vf a E M a 
= V (aA V 1( )c)(v) 
a EMu = vf Ila 
= V (a A 1f l-(( )C)(u)) a E M Ila 
= V (a A l(fl-( ))c(u)) 
a E M Ila 
$ a Y M(aA l((fl-(Il))a)c(u) 
= fl-(Il)C(u) . 
NOTES 
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(by 9.3) 
(by 9.11(a)) 
(by 9.10) 
(by 9.11(b)) 
In Section 8, everything apart from 8.5 and 8.6 extends Sostak's [S2] results from I to L 
and M. Note that 8.5 and 8.6 are T. Kubiak's observations. With both his and J . 
Chadwick's assistance the author has proved 8.2 and 8.8. Proofs of 8.7 and 8.9 are by the 
author. Everything in Section 9 except an example of 9.1 generalizes Sostak's [S2] work 
from I to Land M . All the proofs which are different from [S2] in this section are written 
by the author. Also the properties of the stratification functor extend those of [K4] where 
M=2. 
CHAPTER 5 
SEPARATION AXIOMS AND COMPACTNESS 
IN (L,M)-FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
INTRODUCTION 
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Sostak develops a theory of separation axioms and compactness for an I-fuzzy topological 
space at a particular level a E I. At this level he actually considers the above notions for 
an a-level topology Ta, which is an I- topology. In other words Sostak's study of the 
above notions concerns TOP(I) but not FTOP(I,I), in our opinion. Developing a theory 
of these notions for FTOP(L,M) would be an interesting problem for further research. It 
is our feeling that one would like to know what a Hausdorff, say, I-fuzzy space is 
supposed to be, without any reference to the a-level I-topologies. In other words, the 
(L,M)-fuzzy topological properties should generalize the L-topological ones and not be 
based on them (see [R2, 5.36(5)]) . Sostak has however generalized the above notions, by 
letting their values vary from 0 to 1. Nevertheless we will discuss possible directions of 
extending Sostak's theory from (1,1) to (L,M). 
10 SEPARATION AXIOMS IN (L,M}--FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
We start with the degree of To--separation of (L,M)-fuzzy topological spaces. The next 
proposition motivates definition 10.2. 
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10.1 PROPOSITION 
Let (X, r) be an I-fuzzy space. The following are three possible definitions of the 
spectrum of To-separation of (X,r) (denoted by S~(X)), and they are all equivalent : 
(1) DEFINITION 
We have b E S~(X) (where bEl) iff for all x, y E X, x f y, and for all f > 0 there exists 
u E ra such that u(x) ~ band u' (y) ~ b-f or u(y) ~ band u' (x) ~ b-f. 
(2) DEFINITION 
If bEl, then b E S~(X) iff for all x, y E X, x f y and for all f > 0 there exists u Era such 
that u(x) ~ b-f and u' (y) ~ b-f or u(y) ~ b-f and u' (x) ~ b-f. 
(3) DEFINITION 
We say b E S~(X) (where bEl) iff for all x, y E X such that x f y and for all f > 0 there 
exists u E ra such that u(x) > b-f and u' (y) > b-f or u(y) > b-f and u' (x) > b-f. 
PROOF 
It is easy to see that Definitions 1 and 2 are equivalent. We now show that definitions 2 
and 3 are equivalent. Definition 3 ~ Definition 2 is obvious. 
Definition 2 ~ Definition 3 : Let x, y E X be such that x f y and let f > O. Choose fl 
such that 0 < fl < f. 
Now there exists u E ra such that u(x) ~ b-fl > b-f and 
u' (y) ~ b-f j > b-f or u(y) ~ b-f j > b-f and u' (x) ~ b-fl > b-f. 
We know that in I, > is the same as ! or », hence extending Definition 2 to (L,M) we 
have the following two possibilities. We first consider the case of!. 
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10.2 DEFINITION 
If (X, r) is an (L,M)-fuzzy space and bEL we say b E S~(X) iff for all x, y E X such that 
xi- y and for all b { bl , there exists u E Ta such that u(x) ~ bl and u' (y) ~ bl or u(y) ~ bl 
and u' (x) ~ b l . 
NOTE : We could consider another possibility of extending Definition 2, viz. by 
replacing { by > > in Definition 10.2, but this direction will not be pursued 
here. The symbol S~(X) will always mean that of Definition 10.2. 
10.3 DEFINITION 
The degree of To-separation of an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space (X, r) at a level 
a E M\{O} is the number s~(X) = V S~(X). 
In what follows all the propositions stated without proofs occur in Sostak [S3]. 
lOA PROPOSmON 
The spectrum of To-separation of an I-fuzzy topological space (X,r) at a level a E I has 
the form 
S~(X) = [0, s~(X)] . 
We have the following analogue for Proposition 10.4. 
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10.5 PROPOSITION 
Let L be an order dense chain and (X,r) an (L,M)-fuzzy space. Then the spectrum of 
To-separation of (X,r) at a level a E M\{O} has the form S~(X) = ls~(X). 
PROOF 
To prove this assertion we must show the following two conditions: 
(1) If b E S~(X) and 0 ~ bi < b, then bi E S~(X). 
(2) s~(X) E S~(X). 
Since b2 < b i implies ba < b, (1) follows. 
To prove (2), we let b = s~(X) . If b i < b, then by the order density property there exists 
c E L such that b i < c < b. Since c E 1 s~(X) \ {b} we must have c E S~(X). (For if c t 
S~(X), there exists no b E S~(X) such that c ~ b, thus V S~(X) ~ c a contradiction). 
Hence, for all x, y E X and x f y there exists u E ra such that u(x) ~ bi and u' (y) ~ bi or 
u(y) ~ b i and u' (x) ~ bi . 
10.6 PROPOSITION 
If (y,ry) is a subspace of an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space (X,r) (with M completely 
distributive), then S~(X) ( S~(Y) and consequently s~(X) ~ s~(Y). 
PROOF 
If id : (Y, r y) -t (X, r) is the identity embedding, then recall that r y : L y -t M is defined 
by ry(v) = V {r(u) : (u)id = v and u E LX}. 
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If b E S~(X), then for all x, y E X such that x f y and for all b ! b l there exists u E 1"a 
such that b l ~ u(x) and b l ~ u' (y) or b l ~ u(y) and b l ~ u' (x). Let v = (u)id. Now for all 
x, y E Y, x f y and for all b ! bl we have v E (1"y)a and v(x) ~ bl and v' (y) ~ bl or v(y) ~ 
b l and v' (x) ~ b l . Hence b E S~(Y). 
10.7 PROPOSITION 
Let 1" and 1"' be two (L,M)-fuzzy topologies on X and 1" ~ 1"'. Then S~(X, 1") C S~(X, 1"' ) 
and hence s~(X,1") ~ s~(X,1"'). 
PROOF 
Follows from the fact that 1" a C 1"'a for each a E M\ {O}. 
We pay attention to the behaviour of the spectrum of To-ileparation in passage from an 
(L,M)-fuzzy space to its image under a continuous one-one map. 
10.8 PROPOSITION 
Let (X,1") and (Y,u) be (L,M)-fuzzy spaces. If there exists a one-one, continuous map 
f: (X,1") -< (Y,u), then S~(Y) C S~(X) and hence s~(Y) ~ s~(X) . 
PROOF 
Since f : X ---< Y is one-one, XI f xl in X implies that y I = f(xI) f. f(xl) = Yl in Y. 
If b E S~(Y), then for all b ! bl there exists u E ua with a E M\{O}, such that u(YI) ~ bl 
and u' (Yl) ~ bl or u' (YI) ~ bl and u(Ya) ~ bl . Letting v = uf we get v E 1"& by continuity 
of f (see 5.4). We also get v(xl) ~ bl and v' (x2) ~ bl or v(Xa) ~ bl and v' (XI) ~ bl . Hence 
b E S~(X). 
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We observe the behaviour of the spectrum of To-separation of an I-fuzzy space in 
passage to its stratification as given by Sostak [S3]. 
10.9 PROPOSITION 
Let (xo,T") be the stratification of an I-fuzzy space (X,r). Then S~(X) ( S~(XO) and 
S~(X) n (1h,1] = S~(Xo) n (1/2,1], where XO is the stratification of X. 
REMARK 
The equality S~(X) = S~(XO) does not hold in general. 
We now study the behaviour of the spectrum of To-separation of a family of I-fuzzy 
spaces in passage to their product space. 
10.10 PROPOSITION 
Let {(Xi,ri) : i E J} be a family ofI-fuzzy topological spaces and (X,r) its product . Then 
n S~(XJ ( S~(X) and we thus have A s~(Xi) ~ s~(X). We also have that , 
i i 
and hence 
S~(X) n (1/2,1] = n S~(Xi) n (1h,1] 
i 
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10.11 PROPOSITION 
If all I-fuzzy spaces ({Xi,ri) : i E J} of Proposition 10.10 are non-empty and stratified, 
then 
and consequently 
n S~(Xi) = S~(X) 
i 
A S~(Xi) = s~(X). 
i 
In extending Propositions 10.9 and 10.10 from (1,1) to (L,M), we must think of a 
reasonable way of finding a counterpart of 1/2 in a complete lattice L. We have the 
following possibilities. 
(a) Any bEL with b = b' 
(ifL = I, then b = b' iffb = 112). 
(b) b = V {a A a' : a E L} 
(if L = I, then 112 = V {a A (I-a) : a E I}) . 
(c) b=A{ava':aEL} 
(with L = I we get 112 = A {av (I-a): aE I}). 
(d) b= V{aEL:a~a'} 
(ifL = I, a ~ a' iff a ~ 1/2). 
(e) b=A{aEL : a'~a} 
(if L = I, a' ~ a iff 112 ~ a). 
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We now discuss possible notions of the Tc-separation axiom for (L,M)-fuzzy topological 
spaces. In what follows we just mimic everything for To -separation and eventually get 
these two possible definitions of the T!-separation spectrum for (L,M)-fuzzy spaces. 
10.12 DEFINITION 
The spectrum of T !-separation of an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space (X, r) at a level 
* a E M\{O} is the set Si (X) consisting of all bEL such that for all x, y E X, x f yand 
b! « b there exists u E Ta such that u(x) ~ b! and u' (y) ~ b!. 
10.13 DEFINITION 
* Replace Si (X) and b! «b in 10.12 by S!(X) and b 1; b! respectively. 
10.14 DEFINITION 
The degree of T !-separation of an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space (X, r) at a level 
a E M\{O} is the number s!(X) = V S!(X) (for 10.13) and s!* (X) = V st (X) 
(for 10.12). 
We know that in topology all points are closed in T!-topological spaces. We now 
introduce the necessary theory which will enable us to establish a fuzzy analogue for that 
statement. We have the next two possible definitions of the spectrum of closedness of a 
subset W of X. 
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10.15 DEFINITION 
Let (X,r) be an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space. The spectrum of closedness cl !(W,X) at 
a level a E M\ {a} of a subset W of X, consists of all bEL such that for all b l < < b there 
exists u E ra such that u' (x) ~ b l for every x E W and u(x) ~ b l for every x E X such that 
x¢ W. 
Replacing> > by ~ in the previous definition gives us another definition of the spectrum 
of closedness of W at a level a. We will denote it by cl a(W,X) . 
10.16 DEFINITION 
The spectrum of closedness of an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space (X, r) is the intersection 
of the spectra of closedness of all its one-point subsets, i.e. 
or 
cl a(X) = n cl a(x,X) 
x 
cl !(X) = n cl !(x,X). 
x 
We make the following remark which summarizes 10.15 and 10.16. 
10.17 REMARK 
(1) We say b E cl !(X) iff for each x E X and for all b l « b there exists u E ra such 
that b l ~ u' (x) and b l ~ u(y) for all y f x. 
(2) We have bE cl a(X) iff for each x E X and for all b ~ b l there exists u E ra such 
that b l ~ u' (x) and b l ~ u(y) for all y f x. 
We further establish our interesting result . 
10.18 THEOREM 
We have S!(X) = cl a(X) for every (L,M)-fuzzy topological space X (similarly 
* S! (X) = cl !(X)). 
PROOF 
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That cl a(X) ( S!(X) is obvious. Indeed, let b E cl a(X). Fix x, y E X such that x f. y and 
for all b i bl choose u E Ta such that u' (x) ~ bl and u(y) ~ bl . Hence 
bE S!(X). Thus cl a(X) ( S!(X). 
For the reverse inclusion let b E S!(X). Now for each x E X, y f. x implies for all b 1; b l 
there exists uy E Ta such that u~(x) ~ b l and u/y) ~ bl . 
Letting u = V uy ' we obtain r( V uy ) ~ 
y y 
Also u' (x) = ·A u~(x) ~ b l . Thus if x E X, then for every y E X such that y f. x and for 
y 
all b i bl , there exists u E Ta such that u' (x) ~ bl and u(y) ~ bl . 
Hence b E cl a(X). 
We have the following relationship between the To-separation and TI-separation spectra 
of an (L,M)-fuzzy space (X,T) at a level a E M. 
10.19 THEOREM 
For every (L,M)-fuzzy space (X, T) and a E M, we have 
S!(X) ( S~(X) 
and 
* * S! (X) ( S~ (X) 
PROOF 
Obvious. 
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The T 2-separation (Hausdorffness) axiom is similar to the above separation axioms and 
therefore we will only state the next two definitions and some propositions. 
lO.20 DEFINITION 
(1) The spectrum of Hausdorffness of an (L,M)-fuzzy topological space (X,or) on a 
level a E M\{O} is the set H!(X) of all bEL such that for all x, y E X, x f. yand 
for all c « b there exist u, v E ora with u(x) ~ c, v(y) ~ c and F(u,v') ~ c. 
(2) Ha(X) is defined in a similar manner, except that> > is replaced by j;. 
Sostak has the fuzzy counterparts of the following results for topological spaces: 
A space X is Hausdorff iff the diagonal in the product space X. X is closed. 
If f and g are two continuous functions of a space X into a Hausdorff space, then 
{x : f(x) = g(x)} is closed in X. 
11 COMPACTNESS DEGREE OF L-FUZZY SETS 
In this section Land M are complete lattices with order reversing involutions. We define 
the compactness degree of an L-fuzzy set at a level a E M\{O}. This compactness degree 
is allowed to vary from 0 to 1 in a lattice L. We have to introduce some notation. 
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NOTATION 
For UCLXlet VU= V{A:AEU},Au=A{A : AEU} . By '1£0 we denote 
an arbitrary finite subfamily of U. In the sequel (X,T) is an (L,M)-fuzzy space, v E LX 
andaE M\{O}. 
11.1 DEFINlTlON 
The set Ca(u) which consists of all bEL such that, 
if F(u, V '1£) ~ b for some '1£ eTa' then V F(u, V '1£0) ~ b, 
'1£0 
is called the compactness spectrum of an L-fuzzy set u at a level a E M\{O}. 
Replacing L and M by I above we obtain Sostak's definition of the compactness spectrum 
of a fuzzy set at a particular leveL 
11.2 PROPOSITION 
The compactness spectrum of an L-fuzzy set u at a level a E M\{O} is always non~pty, 
in particular 0 E Ca(u) . 
PROOF 
Trivial. 
11.3 DEFINlTlON 
The number da(u) = A (L\Ca(u)) is the compactness degree of an L-fuzzy set u at a 
level a E M\{O}. 
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We investigate a number of characterizations of the compactness spectrum of an L-fuzzy 
set at a certain level. 
11.4 DEFINITION 
A subset BeL x is called a base for T if for every a E M\ {O}, each non-zero u E Ta can be 
expressed as a supremum u = V ui for some ui E B n Ta. 
i 
We cannot prove the next proposition for (L,M)-fuzzy topological spaces so we just write 
Sostak's [S3] result for (1,1). 
11.5 PROPOSITION 
Let BE IX be a base for T. Then b E Ca(u) iff for every 'it C Ta n B, 
F(u, V 'it) ~ b implies V F(u, V 'ito) ~ b. 
'ito 
11.6 DEFINITION 
We define ~ : LX --i M by, 
~(u) = r(u/ ) 
for each u E LX. 
NOTATION 
(1) If a E M, then the family {u E LX: ~(u) ~ a} is denoted by r!. 
(2) Let ,::I be a family of subsets of LX. We denote by ,::II the collection 
{UI : UE 3'}. 
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11.7 PROPOSITION 
Let u E LX and :7 be a family of subsets of LX. We have b E Ca(u) iff F(/\ :7,u/ ) ~ b 
implies 
V F(A:7o,U/)~ b for every :7oC'-:' 
:70 
PROOF 
~ Let bE Ca(u), and F( A :7,u/ ) ~ b with :7 c ,-:. Since 
F( /\ :7,u/ ) = F(u, V (71 ) (by 3.4(6)) we have 
V F(u, V :7:) = V F(A :70 ,u/ ) ~ b. :7~ :70 
F We have :7 C ,-: and F(A :7,u/ ) ~ b implies V F(A :70 ,u/ ) ~ b. Now :71 C Ta, 
:70 
andsinceF(A:7,u/ )=F(u,V (7
1
) and V F(A:7o,u/ ) = V F(u,V:7:)we 
:70 :7~ 
have F(u, V (71 ) ~ b implies V F(u, V :7:) ~ b which proves the proposition. 
:7 1 o 
Sostak stated the next theorem without a proof. It is a fuzzy analogue of the theorem 
which states that the continuous image of a compact set is compact. 
11.8 THEOREM 
Let (X,T) and (Y,O") be I-fuzzy spaces and f: X -< Y a continuous mapping. Then 
Ca(u) C Ca(C'(u)) and hence da(u) S da(f""'(u)) for every u E IX. 
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PROOF 
It is sufficient to prove that Ca(u) ( Ca(C'(u)) . 
Suppose b E Ca(u). Then we show that bE CaW'(u)) . We have : 
'1 C O"a and F(C'(u), V '1) ~ b implyf!-( '1) = {vf: vE '1} C Ta (by continuity off) . 
Also by 3.4(5), 
F(f!-(C'(u)), fl-( V '1)) ~ F(C'(u), V '1) ~ b. 
Thus, by 3.2(8) and 3.4(2), 
Hence, 
b $ Y F(u, Y f!-( '10)) (since b E Ca(u)), 
'10 
< V F(C'(u), C'( V f!-( '10))) (by (*) below), 
'10 
= Y F(r'(u), f-i(fl-( V '10)))' 
'10 
$ Y F(f-i(u), V '10) ' 
'10 
(*) If u, v E IX and f: X --i Y is a mapping, then F(u,v) $ F(f-i(u), C'(v)) (see [Sl]). 
This completes the proof. 
NOTES 
Everything in Section 10 extends [S4] from I to Land M. The author has proved 10.5, 
10.6, 10.7 and 10.18. Section 11 extends observations in [S3] from I to L and M. 
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